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CALL TO ACTION

On Protec�on from Gender-based Violence in Emergencies

INTRODUCTION
Gender-based violence (GBV) is a horrifying reality for many of those affected by conflict and crises, particularly women and
girls. The Call to Action on Protection from Gender-based Violence in Emergencies (Call to Action) is a global initiative
launched in 2013 with one simple goal: to ensure that every humanitarian response, from the very start, provides safe and
comprehensive services for GBV survivors and mitigates the risks of GBV.
Members of the Call to Action are States and donors, international organizations, and non-governmental organizations.
They have committed to take collective action to address GBV, to be mutually supportive in this lifesaving work, and to hold
one another accountable for action. The Call to Action Road Map 2016-2020 provides the global operational framework for
these efforts.
To advance implementation of the Call to Action at the country level, Call to Action members working in Northeast Nigeria,
the Nigerian Ministry of Women Affairs and Social Development which chairs the Gender-based Violence Sub-Working
Group and several other stakeholders, came together to pilot the development of a two-year Road Map for the most conflict
affected states of Northeast Nigeria—Borno, Adamawa and Yobe. This is a groundbreaking initiative to create a localized
multi-year Road Map that is informed by the global framework, but tailored to address the GBV challenges in a particular
area. The Government of Nigeria has identified Protection and Gender as one of its three key priorities in the 2018 Humanitarian Response Plan, and pointed to implementation of the Call to Action as “a pivotal point and a critical foundation for
stability and solutions in affected areas.”
The Northeast Nigeria Road Map is a living document and will be adjusted over time as circumstances evolve. It is hoped
that additional government and civil society stakeholders will join the initiative, bringing their valuable perspectives and
expertise to the work of protecting communities from GBV, especially women and girls.

GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE CHALLENGES IN NORTHEAST NIGERIA
As the crisis in Northeast Nigeria enters its ninth year, an estimated 7.7. million people are in urgent need of humanitarian
assistance and protection in the most affected states of Borno, Adamawa and Yobe. This includes some 1.6 million
internally displaced persons (IDPs), of which 48% are women.
Gender-based violence is widespread. A study conducted in 2016 found that six in ten women in the Northeast have
experienced some form of GBV. Displacement, limited access to services and protection, and disruption of livelihoods
greatly exacerbate the risks of GBV. Women, girls and boys report having to engage in survival sex for money, food and
permission to move in and out of IDP sites. Sexual abuse and other violations against women and children are widespread
inside and outside IDP camps and a culture of impunity for perpetrators contributes to continued violence. Conditions in
IDP sites often do not meet basic protection standards.
Female headed households are at particularly high risk. The situation is also quite grave for adolescent girls who are targeted while performing such basic tasks as collecting firewood, fetching water or using communal latrines. The safety and
well-being of adolescent girls is also threatened by early marriage and forced prostitution in addition to survival sex. Girls
and women who have been abducted by armed groups endure rape and forced marriage during captivity, and then must
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deal with stigmatization and possible rejection from the community upon their release.
While the humanitarian response to GBV improved in 2017, there are still significant gaps that must be addressed in the
quality and reach of the response, in access to medical, psychosocial, legal services and livelihoods for survivors, and in
the delivery of essential protection and assistance.

PRIORITY AREAS IN THE CALL TO ACTION ROAD MAP
To help close the most pressing gaps in the humanitarian response in the Northeast, the stakeholders contributing to this
Call to Action Road Map have chosen to focus their collective efforts in five areas in 2018-19:
•
Strengthening Coordination to ensure a timely, accountable, holistic, inter-sectoral approach to preventing and
responding to GBV.
•
Improving Access to Quality Services for Survivors by ensuring that sufficient and timely access to these services
is an essential component of the humanitarian response.
•
Strengthening the Capacity and Expanding the Engagement of Local Partners to improve GBV prevention and
response efforts.
•
Securing Sufficient Funding for GBV programming through improved coordination and advocacy.
•
Engaging Security Actors to improve GBV prevention and response.
The full Road Map with the actions each stakeholder plans to undertake, funding permitting, can be found at:
https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/operations/nigeria/gender-based-violence.
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ACCOUNTABILITY FOR PROGRESS
A hallmark of the Call to Action is the commitment by stakeholders to collective action and accountability. The monitoring
and accountability approach chosen by stakeholders engaged in the Northeast Nigeria Road Map is also detailed in the
document.
Ultimately, the measure of success for the Call to Action lies in the concrete improvements that are made in the lives of GBV
survivors and those who face the risk of GBV every single day in this crisis.
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OUTCOMES AND ACTIONS;

SUPPORTING STAKEHOLDERS (LIST IN FORMATION)
Outcome 1: / Coordination: There is an accountable, holistic, inter-sectoral approach to prevent and
respond to GBV in a timely, effective manner.
ACTION

SUPPORTING STAKEHOLDERS (IN FORMATION)
STATES AND DONORS

INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

NGOs

Action 1.1:
Ensure that there are trained GBV focal persons with clear terms of
reference in each sector of the response to facilitate mainstreaming GBV
concerns in sector programmes and activities.

Nigeria (ASMWASD;
BSMWASD)

FAO, IOM, UNFPA, UNHCR,
UNICEF, UN Women, WFP

CARE, Christian Aid, NCA,
Plan, Save the Children

Action 1.2:
Establish and/or strengthen GBV coordination at the LGA level by
engaging and building the capacity of local actors including tribal
leaders, CBOs, religious leaders, women leaders, NGOs and youth.

Nigeria (ASMWASD;
BSMWASD, YSMWASD),
United Kingdom (DFID),
Norway

IOM, OCHA, UNFPA, UNHCR,
UNICEF, WFP

ActionAid, CARE, CHAD, IMC,
IRC, NCA, Oxfam, Plan, Save
the Children

Action 1.3:
Finalize and implement sectoral action plans developing during July
2017 roll-out of the Inter-Agency Standing Committee GBV Guidelines.
Sector leads widely share and follow up on implementation. HCT
leadership requires quarterly progress reports.

European Union

FAO, IOM, UNFPA, UNICEF,
WFP, WHO, OCHA

Oxfam

Action 1.4:
Develop a checklist for donors to assist them in assessing whether and
how GBV considerations are integrated into proposals at all levels.

Nigeria (FMWASD,
ASMWASD), Canada, EU
(ECHO; EUD), Switzerland,
United Kingdom (DFID),
United States (USAID)

UNFPA, UNICEF,
UN Women

CARE, Plan

Action 1.5:
Identify, harmonize, and utilize standards, tools and guidance developed
at the federal, state, and global levels that can help strengthen GBV
prevention and response in the Northeast.

Nigeria (FMWASD;
ASMWASD)

FAO, UNFPA, UNICEF, WFP

IMC, IRC, NCA,
Oxfam, Plan, Population
Council, Save the Children,
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Outcome 2: / Access to Quality GBV Services for Survivors: Sufficient and timely access to quality GBV
services for survivors is an essential component of humanitarian response.
ACTION

SUPPORTING STAKEHOLDERS (IN FORMATION)
STATES AND DONORS

INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

NGOs

Action 2.1:
Secure commitment of senior leadership to prioritize timely, appropriate
and quality service provision for survivors.

Nigeria (FMWASD)

IOM, OCHA, UNFPA, UNICEF

CARE, Christian Aid, NCA,
Oxfam, Plan, Save the
Children

Action 2.2:
Ensure implementing partners understand the elements of comprehensive
services for GBV survivors. Advocate with agencies and MDAs to provide
such services, and ensure they have the skills and supplies to do so.

Nigeria (ASMWASD,
YSMWASD)
EU (ECHO; EUD),
Netherlands, Norway

IOM, OCHA, UNFPA, UNHCR,
UNICEF

CARE, IMC, NCA, Plan

Action 2.3:
Strengthen advocacy on livelihoods interventions as a lifesaving GBV
prevention measure; address the protection challenges that limit
participation in livelihoods initiatives.

Nigeria (FMWASD),
EU (EUD), United Kingdom
(DFID)

FAO, IOM, UNFPA, UNHCR,
UNICEF, UN Women, WFP,
UNDP

ActionAid, CARE, CHAD, Clear
View Integrity Foundation,
IMC, NCA, NECSOB, NRC,
Plan, Save the Children

Action 2.4:
Improve access to justice by reviewing existing legal frameworks, policies
and domestication of legislation that protects women and girls from
violence. Strengthen legal frameworks were needed and enhance the
capacity of actors in the justice sector.

Nigeria (FMWASD;
ASMWASD; BSMWASD), EU
(EUD),
United Kingdom (DFID)

UNFPA, UNHCR, UNICEF,
UN Women, UNDP

IMC, NECSOB, FIDA Yobe

Action 2.5:
Build the capacity of service providers on the technical aspects of a
quality GBV response, including CMR, PSS, case management, care for
child survivors of violence, and inclusion of women and girls with
disabilities in GBV programming

Nigeria (FMWASD;
ASMWASD), EU (ECHO; EUD)

IOM, UNFPA, UNHCR, UNICEF,
WHO

ActionAid, CARE, CHAD, Clear
View Integrity Foundation,
IMC, IRC, MDM, NCA, Plan,
Save the Children

Action 2.6:
Strengthen information sharing mechanisms, channels and platforms to
better identify gaps in the response, capture progress in addressing needs
and improve dissemination of best practices and successful models of GBV
prevention and response.

Nigeria (BSMWASD), EU
(ECHO), Switzerland, United
Kingdom (DFID), United
States (USAID)

UNFPA, UNHCR, UNICEF

CARE, Clear View Integrity
Foundation, IMC, MDM, NCA,
Plan, Save the Children,
Population Council
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Outcome 3: / Capacity Building: The capacity of and engagement with local partners on GBV prevention
and response is strengthened and expanded.
ACTION

SUPPORTING STAKEHOLDERS (IN FORMATION)
STATES AND DONORS

INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

NGOs

Action 3.1:
Finalize and implement GBV Sub-Sector Working Group capacity building
strategy. Include mapping and capacity assessment of local partners and
CSOs working on GBV. Ensure sustained and consistent leadership within
the GBV subsector to develop, coordinate and implement the plan.

Nigeria (FMWASD), EU
(ECHO)

IOM, UNFPA, UNHCR, UNICEF

ActionAid, IMC, IRC, MDM,
NCA, Plan

Action 3.2:
Increase capacity and engagement of local actors/civil society in GBV
programming including their capacity to secure and manage funds for
these programs.

Nigeria (FMWASD)

UNFPA, UNICEF,
UN Women, WFP

CARE, CHAD, IMC, IRC, MDM,
NCA, NECSOB,
Oxfam, Plan

NOTE: See Also Capacity-Building Outcomes Action 1.2 and
Action 2.5:
Action 1.2: Establish and/or strengthen GBV coordination at the LGA
level by engaging and building the capacity of local actors including
tribal leaders, CBOs, religious leaders, women leaders, NGOs and youth.
Action 2.5: Build the capacity of service providers on the technical
aspects of a quality GBV response, including CMR, PSS, case
management, care for child survivors of violence, and inclusion of
women and girls with disabilities in GBV programming.

Outcome 4: / Funding: Sufficient resources for GBV programming are secured through strengthened
leadership, coordination, and advocacy.
ACTION

SUPPORTING STAKEHOLDERS (IN FORMATION)
STATES AND DONORS

INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

NGOs

Action 4.1:
Humanitarian leadership/senior managers prioritize funding for GBV.

EU (ECHO), Germany; United
Kingdom (DFID); United
States (USAID)

FAO, IOM, OCHA, UNFPA,
UNICEF, WFP

CARE, NCA, Plan, Save the
Children

Action 4.2:
All sectors integrate GBV considerations into their programme planning
and include dedicated budget allocations for this work in their funding
documents.

EU (ECHO), United States
(USAID)

UNFPA, UNICEF, WFP

CARE, Christian Aid, MDM,
NCA, NRC,
Oxfam, Plan

Action 4.3:
Work with donors to ensure sufficient resources for ethical data
collection, information management and dissemination, including
through increased use of the GBV IMS platform by humanitarian actors.

EU (ECHO), United States
(USAID)

IOM (DTM), UNFPA, UNICEF

IMC, IRC, NCA, Plan,
Save the Children,
Population Council

Action 4.4:
Sustain donor engagement through more regular exchanges dedicated
specifically to GBV considerations

EU (ECHO)

FAO, OCHA, UNFPA, UNHCR,
UNICEF, WFP

Action 4.5:
Strengthen engagement with the Nigerian government (federal and
state level) and the private sector on funding for GBV-related
programming, including in the areas of gender-sensitive budgeting in
the humanitarian context; centers for women and girls; and increased
medical services for the clinical management of rape.

EU (EUD), Nigeria
(ASMWASD)

OCHA, UNFPA, UNICEF, WFP
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ActionAid

Outcome 5: / Security Actors: The capacity of security actors (including police, civilian joint task force,
Nigerian security and civil defense corps, military forces) to prevent and respond to GBV is improved.
ACTION

SUPPORTING STAKEHOLDERS (IN FORMATION)
STATES AND DONORS

INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

NGOs

Action 5.1:
Strengthen training for security actors to include:
•
Training for newly deployed personnel
•
Training on GBV, SEA and referral pathway
•
Advocacy on inclusion of female security actors in these trainings

Nigeria (FMWASD,
ASMWASD),
National Human Rights
Commission, EU (EUD)

IOM, UNFPA, UNHCR, UNICEF,
WFP, UNDP

CHAD, NCA, Oxfam,
Plan, Save the Children

Action 5.2:
Map and identify entry points in existing laws and policies, and the gaps
that need to be addressed. Advocate for stronger provisions on
gender-based violence through reviews, reforms and enactment of
stronger legislation.

Nigeria (FMWASD), EU (EUD)

UNFPA, UNHCR, UNICEF,
UNDP

Action 5.3:
Undertake concerted efforts to address impunity:
•
Sustain efforts to implement existing initiatives
•
Advocate for and support the implementation of actions within
the Nigerian Women, Peace and Security National Action Plan in
relation to conflict and post conflict accountability mechanisms
•
Advocate and follow up/advise on actions by the government to
address and reduce the excesses of the security sector
•
Strengthen community-based mechanisms

Nigeria (FMWASD,
ASMWASD- SSSA;
BSMWASD), EU (EUD),
United Kingdom (DFID)

IOM, UNFPA, UNHCR, UNICEF,
WFP

ActionAid, CHAD, NECSOB,
Plan

Action 5.4:
Advocate for the establishment of civil authority—in areas that are
accessible.

Nigeria (FMWASD), EU (EUD)

Humanitarian Country Team
(OCHA), UNFPA, UNHCR, WFP

NECSOB, NRC, Save
the Children
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SUPPORTING ACCOUNTABILITY FOR ACTION
AND RESULTS
Stakeholders committed to the Northeast Nigeria Road Map agree on the importance of having mechanisms in place to
sustain momentum, promote accountability and monitor progress on implementation.
With support from ECHO, two positions have been established to support stakeholders in their collective implementation
and monitoring of the Northeast Nigeria Road Map—a senior GBV technical expert who will serve as the Call to Action
Regional Advisor, and a M+E specialist.
In taking the Call to Action forward, there is consensus among stakeholders that the Call to Action should not create unnecessary new structures or heavy reporting burdens. Rather, the Call to Action should leverage existing processes to the
greatest extent possible. And it should ensure the continued engagement of humanitarian leadership, donors and all
relevant stakeholders in the initiative. The mechanisms described below reflect these considerations.

MULTI-STAKEHOLDER TASK TEAM TO SUSTAIN MOMENTUM
A Task Team will be established to promote the sustainability of the Call to Action and accountability for commitments. It
will be a multi-stakeholder Task Team in keeping with the nature of the Call to Action initiative, and will be chaired by the
Federal Ministry of Women Affairs and Social Development. The Task Team will be supported by the Call to Action Regional
Advisor and M+E specialist.
The Call to Action Task Team members will work together to convene two stakeholder meetings and to issue the call for
stakeholder reports as described below. They will also ensure that Call to Action considerations are raised in the deliberations of the Humanitarian Country Team, the Operational Humanitarian Country team, the Inter-Sector Working Group and
other critical fora.

STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS
Call to Action stakeholders will meet twice a year. There will be a mid-year meeting to review progress to date on Road Map
implementation, and an annual meeting to identify ongoing gaps, new opportunities and needed updates to the Road
Map. These will be hosted by the Call to Action Task Team, with organizing support from the Call to Action Regional Advisor
and M+E advisor.
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CALL TO ACTION REPORTING
STAKEHOLDER REPORTS
To inform the discussions at the Call to Action meetings, Stakeholders will submit a brief mid-year update on their Call to
Action work and an annual report on implementation of planned activities. The reports will be submitted to the Call to
Action Regional Advisor and analyzed by the Call to Action monitoring and evaluation advisor in advance of the two
stakeholder meetings.
UTILIZING INFORMATION FROM EXISTING MONITORING MECHANISMS
In addition to Call to Action stakeholder reports, progress in addressing gender-based violence in the Northeast Nigeria
humanitarian response can also be captured through the required reporting under
the Humanitarian Response Plan. The Call to Action monitoring and evaluation advisor will work closely with the GBV
Sub-working group’s information management team to ensure that information related to the Humanitarian Response
Plan is systematically analyzed in the context of the Call to Action commitments.
And the advisor will also identify and collect relevant information from other frameworks and processes, and ensure this
is shared throughout the Call to Action network.
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CALL TO ACTION ON PROTECTION FROM GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE IN EMERGENCIES:
NORTHEAST NIGERIA ROAD MAP 2018-2019

CURRENT STAKEHOLDERS

STATES AND DONORS

Nigeria Federal Ministry of Women Affairs
and Social Development

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
International Organization for Migration (IOM)

Adamawa State Ministry of Women Affairs
and Social Development

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR)

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
ActionAid CARE
Christian Aid
Clear View Integrity Foundation

Borno State Ministry of Women Affairs and
Social Development

United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)

Center for Community Health and

Yobe State Ministry of Women Affairs and
Social Development

United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP)

Development International (CHAD)

Nigeria National Human Rights Commission

United Nations Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA)

Canada

International Federation of Women
Lawyers (FIDA),

United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)

Yobe State Chapter International
Medical Corps (IMC)

UN Women

International Rescue Committee (IRC)

World Food Programme (WFP)

Médecins du Monde (MDM)

World Health Organization (WHO)
Norway

Network of Civil Society Organizations in
Borno (NECSOB)

Switzerland

Norwegian Church Aid (NCA)

United Kingdom

Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC)

United States

Oxfam

European Union (EU)
Germany
Netherlands

Plan International Population Council
Save the Children
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Action 1.1

Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Activity

CARE

Ngala and Bama

Christian Aid

Borno

FAO

IOM

Norwegian
Church Aid

Plan

Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
of Activity
Status:
funded,
Achievement
-Fully funded?
indicate the
(include interim
-Partially funded? amount
benchmark if
-Unfunded?
applicable)
-N/A

Conduct training on humanitarian principles and
2018-2019
standards including gender and protection
mainstreaming for CARE teams and other humanitarian
staff and volunteers: CARE will provide compulsory
training on humanitarian principles and standards to
CARE staff. Staff of and volunteers of humanitarian actors
working in the five targeted LGAs in North-east Nigeria
will also be invited to the trainings. In total, training
sessions will reach at least 32 humanitrian workers - 16
internally and 16 from peer organizations. This will
contribute to addressing an identified gap related to
humanitarian staff/volunteers' lack of experience in the
humanitarian sector and with the application of
humanitarian principles and standards. Participants from
peer organizations will be self-selected; if the number of
registered exceeds the number of training slots,
preference will be given to those who have not
participated in similar trainings before.

Recruit and build capacity of Christian Aid’s staff and
2018-2019
partners on GBV and protection in all of Christian Aid
humanitarian projects.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Gender and Gender-Based Violence Specialist to attend 2018
regular Food Security meetings, and provide technical
expertise on cross-cutting issues, including GBV & PSEA.
FAO will conduct trainings on Protection, Gender, Genderbased Violence and Accountability to Affected
Populations in Food Security and Agriculture &
Livelihoods programming to Food Security, in
collaboration with the Food Security Sector. The trainings
for FSS members will be supported by a Capacity
Building Need Assessment on Protection/Gender &
GBV/PSEA/AAP.
Maiduguri Based
Currently, HQ or Protection Officer for IOM Nigeria
2019
support CCCM/Shelter sector, particularly to site
planning. Must increase support to the sector, increase
attendance of the CCCM/Shelter, committees developed
for protection related CCCM needs are represented by the
Protection focal point. The Protection Officer will
coordinate with the lead sector agencies GBV
specialist/dedicated support.
Chibok, Dikwa, Askira, NCA has a GBV Advisor who ensures mainstreaming of March 2018 GBV into WASH activities through the establishment of December 2018
Konduga (Gumeri
women only WASH committees and provide capacities
Kekeri), MMC
(BOLORI/WULARI and for the committee members in areas where both sectors
Jere (Yawuri) local
operate.
government areas.
Adamawa and Borno
Training for all Plan International staff in GBV and
Dec-18
identify GBV focal persons in each program sector
(Education, Nutrition and Livelihoods) to ensure
integration of GBV into activities and facilitate referrals.
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$38,000

Unfunded

$4,000

Fully funded

$288,000

Partially funded

$144,000

Fully funded

10,000 €

Partially funded

1,500 €

Save the
Children

Maiduguri

Training project staffs on protection topics to provide
protection services, including how to mainstream
protection

USD 3,477

Fully funded

SMWASD Yola
Adamawa State
SMWASD Maiduguri
Borno State
UNFPA
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe

10,000,000 ₦

Unfunded

$70,000

Fully funded

UNHCR

$6,000

Partially funded

$2,000

$250,000

Partially funded

$50,000

$80,000

Partially funded

$10,000

Fully funded

UNICEF

UN Women

WFP

Action 1.2

ActionAid

CARE

CHAD

June 2018 to May
2019

Identify focal person for Call to Action at the Ministry of Apr-18
Women Affairs.
Train media personnel on reporting VAWGs.
Beginning of 4th
Quarter 2018
Revise and update the ToR for Sector GBV Focal Points. Ongoing
Organize periodic trainings on GBV mainstreaming for
Sector GBV Focal Points. Organize periodic review
meetings and forums for GBV focal persons.
Bama, Banki, Ngala,
Training of GBV focal point of UNHCR implementing
2018
Pulka, Damasac, Goza, partners (monitors, community based actors (PAGs,
Mubi, Maiduguri
etc..), national NGOs.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Provide trainings and mentoring for focal points of the June 2018 UNICEF led sectors and for staff for key agencies to
December 2018
ensure increased scale of GBV response and prevention.
Borno, Yobe
Provide technical support for the training of GBV focal Dec-18
persons. Support finalization and dissemination of
common standards for gender mainstreaming, organise
trainings and adopt and implement an action plan of the
recommendations.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe WFP Protection/Gender officer to have regular
Ongoing
throughout the
attendance at the Food Security and Nutrition sector
year
meetings including at the LGA levels, and provide
guidance on GBV trends and analysis and how food
security partners can address them through their
programming. WFP will conduct trainings on protection
and gender mainstreaming to food security and nutrition
partners. WFP, in collaboration with the Food Security
Sector coordinator will monitor the implementation of
developed action plans by the food security sector
partners.
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Time Frame for
Activity
Achievement
(include interim
benchmark if
applicable)

Jere LGA, Maiduguri
Metropolitan Council
LGA, Kaga and Konduga
town
Ngala and Bama

Bama, Gwoza,
Kala/Balge, Ngala and
MMC/JERE

Organise trainings on GBV for Community Gate Keepers. 6 months
Establish and/or strengthen GBV coordination structures
in the selected LGAs. Organise monthly GBV coordination
meetings in the selected LGAs.
Link into existing referral systems, ensuring clearly
2018-2019
defined, safe and confidential referral pathway, for GBV
cases.
Establish and strengthen 5 community based Gender
January 01 –
December 31, 2018
Based Violence Committee (GBVC) with 30 members
each in 5 locations. Each committee will receive training
on a regular basis to improve functionality and ensure
sustainability.
5 Community based groups established in 5 locations to January 01 –
advocate strongly to members of their community to end December 31, 2018
violence against women and girls including child
marriage. 10,000 community members of these
communities are expected to be reached with awareness
messages seeking to influence behaviors and harmful
practices like child marriage to end violence against girls.
Awareness events will be organized with the support and
influence of community leaders and stakeholders.

Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
of Activity
Status:
funded,
-Fully funded?
indicate the
-Partially funded? amount
-Unfunded?
-N/A
3,500,000 ₦

Unfunded

NA

Unfunded

$22,000

Unfunded

$5,000

Unfunded

End the culture of silence among adolescent girls whose January 01 –
$36,571
rights have been violated sexually or physically through a December 31, 2018
radio and social media campaign "SPEAK UP” that will be
contextualized by way of adaptation in 3 local languages
spoken in Borno State.
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Unfunded

IOM

Bama, Gwoza

IMC

Damboa

IRC

Gwoza, Monguno, Mubi Map out and train local actors implementing GBV
activities and link them with GBV sub working group
within LGAs. Meet with other INGOs and relevant state
officials to establish sub working group coordination
meeting on a monthly basis in sites without GBV WGs.
Borno
Systematic and sustained awarenessraising and
empowerment activities aimed at preventing GBV

Norway

Norwegian
Church Aid

OCHA

Chibok, Dikwa, Askira,
Konduga (Gumeri
Kekeri), MMC
(BOLORI/WULARI and
Jere (Yawuri) local
government areas.
Local Government Areas
in Borno, Adamawa and
Yobe States

IOM support LGA coordination in Bama and Gwoza.
Referral pathways in place, and will be improved.
Through PSS teams, GBV sensitization increase its
targeting of men and boys as well as host community
and other stakeholders, such as community leaders and
religious leaders. Through CCCM, exploring avenues for
increasing women's participation in community decision
making to increase women and girl's concerns to come
forward.
Establish GBV working group at LGA level and link them
up with the state GBV Sub-Sector. Organize regular
coordination meetings to discuss GBV issues in the area.

2019

$120,000

GBV WG will be
established in
quarter 3 and 4 of
2018. Coordination
meetings are
ongoing.
March 2018 –
$10,000
August 2018

2018
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$60,000

Partially funded

$2,000

NOK 2.5m

Project is fully
funded by
Norwegian MFA
Fully funded

$10,000

Fully funded

$2,400

Unfunded

6,000 €

Partially funded

CAD 3,000

Fully funded

1,500,000 ₦

Unfunded

1,500,000 ₦

Unfunded

1,500,000 ₦

Unfunded

N5000000

Unfunded

NCA is a field focal point in Chibok and Askira. NCA will March 2018 December 2018
strengthen the local coordination with community
stakeholders and other partners. NCA has small fund to
support some field level capacity building initiative
identified by members.

OCHA is already involved in training humanitarian
First and second
partners in all aspects of humanitarian principles and
quarter of 2018
response in the LGAs through OCHA established Local
Coordination Groups (LCGs). So far this is happening in
Dikwa, Monguno, Bama, Ngala, Banki, Gwoza, Rann,
Pulka, Damasak and Konduga and additional LCGs will be
established as more LGAs become accessible. OCHA will
support strengthening of GBV coordination through the
already established LCGs which are led by the most
senior person from selected partner.
Oxfam
Pulka, Damboa
Activity to support the establishment and/or
6 months
strengthening of GBV coordination at the LGA level by
engaging and building the capacity of local actors
including tribal leaders, CBOs, religious leaders, women
leaders, NGOs and youth.
Plan
Kaga, Mafa, Mubi
Organize and lead LGA level coordination meetings
Dec-19
including periodic service mapping and
developing/updating referral pathway and training of
actors on referral pathway.
Save the
Konduga(Dalori, host Conduct monthly sensitization meetings with boys and April,2018 to
Children
community), Jere
men to educate them on prevention of SGBVs and other March,2020
(Dusman & Gonglon) & forms of violence.
Magumeri (Chabal)
SMWASD Local Government Areas Coordination of activities such as GBV monthly and
Adamawa State in Adamawa
quarterly meetings, capacity building to traditional rules,
religious leaders and woman cooperative groups on early
reporting and response to GBV.
SMWASD Maiduguri
Advocacy to Governor, legislators, and key stakeholders Middle of 4th
on domestication of VAPP law in Borno State.
Quarter 2018
Borno State
Advocacy to policy makers, law enforcement agencies, on Middle of 4th
the implementation of laws relating to VAGs.
Quarter 2018
Advocacy on sensitization on different forms of VAWGs to Middle of 4th
traditional, religious community leaders, women girls Quarter 2018
and boys groups.
1). Developed community reporting system to track and 2019 -2020
SMWASD - Yobe 17 L.G.As
report cases :To Train parents and girls on preserving
evidence related to GBV and all forms of violence
especially rape and domestic violence
2).Train selected volunteers within communities on
reportage of SGBV cases

Partially funded

2,000 €

United
Kingdom
UNFPA

UNHCR

Capacity building programme for local and religious
leaders towards stigma reduction and social cohesion for
Women and Girls affected by GBV in NE.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Recruit human resource to support and strengthen field Ongoing
level coordination of GBV response and advocate to
partners for the recruitment of GBV experts at field level.
Organize field level mapping, coordinate meetings and
development & strengthening of referral mechanisms.
Support field partners in development of contingency
response plans to alerts. Support trainings of field level
partners specialized skills, coordination and mechanisms
to strengthen referrals.
Maiduguri, Yola,
Establishment of updated SOP and related referral
2018
pathway for available services in term of identification,
Damaturu
prevention and response (such as livelihood, mobile
court, NFI, shelter, counselling).
Continue tracking and monitoring displacement and
2018
mobility, including gender based violence data and
information, for a comprehensive follow-up on displaced
populations to inform interventions across sectors.

UNICEF

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Strengthen the existing capacity plan with the
community based mechanisms including the community
based child protection committees and other existing or
established community structures- conduct targeted
trainings including on coordination. Establish and
strengthen the capacity of staff to coordinate Child
Protection meetings at the LGA levels as well as increase
presence in Adamawa and Yobe states and selected LGAs
in the two states. Conduct training and workshops for
religious leaders, traditional leaders on gender based
violence including addressing social norms, reduction of
stigma and discrimination for children formerly
associated with armed conflict (includes girls and boys).

WFP

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe WFP Protection/Gender staff to have regular attendance
at the Food Security and Nutrition sector meetings at the
LGA levels, including the overall coordination meetings
led by OCHA. In order to strengthen channels through
which protection and gender related concerns can be
identified in a timely manner, establish community
protection groups, which will be a subset of the food
management committees, consisting of 50% female
representation, that will be tasked with alerting WFP of
any protection and gender related concerns in their
communities. WFP will disseminate GBV referral
pathways to beneficiaries. Trainings on protection and
gender mainstreaming concepts to local actors including
tribal leaders, CBOs, religious leaders, women leaders,
NGOs and youth. GBV Guidance manual will be used as a
guideline for the training.
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Activity

Action 1.3

EU

Fully funded

$1,000,000.00

Partially funded

$600,000

$120,000

Partially funded

$40,000

$800,000

Partially funded

$210,000

Ongoing
$10,000
throughout the
year. Community
protections will be
established by the
1st quarter of 2018

Fully funded

Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
Achievement
of Activity
Status:
funded,
(include interim
-Fully funded?
indicate the
benchmark if
-Partially funded? amount
applicable)
-Unfunded?
-N/A

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe ECHO will follow up with all sectors that their members 2018
are trained on the GBV mainstreaming/integration
guidelines; ECHO ensures GBV sectoral plan as a specific
activity/commitment when funding sector coordination.
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$40,000

N/A

FAO

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Gender & Gender Specialist to attend regular Food
2018
$4,000
Security meetings, and provide technical expertise on
cross-cutting issues, including GBV & PSEA. FAO will
conduct trainings on Protection, Gender, Gender-based
Violence and Accountability to Affected Populations in
Food Security and Agriculture & Livelihoods
programming to Food Security, in collaboration with the
Food Security Sector. FAO IPs will be also trained on crosscutting issues, including GBV & PSEA. Complaints and
Feedback Mechanisms are set up during FAO's inputs
distribution.
Maiduguri Based
Develop CCCM/Shelter 2018 Action Plan following
2018
N/A
allocation of the HRP.
Maiduguri and Abuja
OCHA to ensure that HCT agendas include progress
Interim benchmark: N/A
reports on GBV implementation.
Four (4) Progress
reports produced
for the HCT review
and endorsement

Fully funded

Oxfam

Pulka, Damboa

$18,400

Fully funded

UNFPA

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe

$30,000

Fully funded

UNICEF

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe

$100,000

Partially funded

WFP

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe

$6,000

Fully funded

Action 1.4

Specific Locations of
Activity

Canada

Covers programming in This document is aimed at serving as a reference to
Jan-2019
all locations
provide donors with simple and context specific guidance
that can be used to support strengthening the
integration of gender-based violence and gender
equality considerations in the humanitarian response in
Northeast Nigeria. It is also aimed at providing clear
articulation of donor expectations for partners
programming in the Nigerian humanitarian context. This
document will targets actors delivering specialized GBV
services, as well as those actors delivering services in
other sectors with GBV risk mitigation responsibility.
Borno State in LGAs:
(A). Care will work closely with CPWSG and GBV sub
2018-2019
Rann, Bama, Pulka,
clusters to develop the donor checklist priorities.
Ngala, Dikwa Yobe state: (B). Care will work closely with CPWSG and GBV sub
Yunusafuari and
clusters to develop the donor checklist priorities.
Yousufari

IOM
OCHA

CARE

Sharing of assessment reports, 5W and any relevant
6 months
information with the GBVSWG.
Support the revision and implementation of Sector GBV Ongoing
mainstreaming and integration action plans. Support the
development of sector specific tools and training
materials. Develop a monitoring framework and
facilitate periodic sector reporting on the action plan.
UNICEF led sectors of WASH, Nutrition, Education and
Child Protection to prioritise GBV risk mitigation by
providing training (refresher) Inter-Agency Standing
Committee GBV Guidelines and development of
implementation action plans and periodic monitoring
and reviews.
Implementation of the GBV Food Security sectoral action Ongoing
plans developed during the roll out of IASC GBV
throughout the
year
guidelines. WFP will conduct refresher sessions and
trainings on Food Security Partners on the GBV action
plan. WFP will provide quarterly progress reports
documenting progress of implementation.
Brief Description of Planned Activity
Time Frame for
Achievement
(include interim
benchmark if
applicable)
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Fully funded
Fully funded

$20,000

Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
funded,
of Activity
Status:
indicate the
-Fully funded?
-Partially funded? amount
-Unfunded?
-N/A
0

N/A

N/A

N/A

EU (ECHO)

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe As member of the GBV subsector SAG, ECHO will ensure 2018
that the subsector develops the checklist; once finalized,
will then advocate other donors to pilot/use it.
Plan
Maiduguri and Mubi
Develop activity check list and cost for relevant GBV
Jun-18
prevention and response services.
SMWASD Yola and Mubi
Support GBV Sub Sector Coordination in adopting
June 2018 Adamawa State
checklists developed by the National and Operational December 2018
GBV Sub Sector Working Group and in follow up of
partners and donors identified in call to action on
ensuring GBV considerations into proposals.
Switzerland
Support through advocacy efforts.
United
Technical input to the development of the checklist.
Kingdom
United States
Serve as a resource in the development of the checklist.
UNFPA
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Organize a forum for the GBV subsector members to
Jun-18
review and finalize draft checklists. Organize an
orientation for sector focal points on the utilization of the
checklist. Harmonize and adapt existing tools and
guidelines that the GBV AoR has developed to the
Nigerian context. Develop advocacy messages for the
periodic donor meetings and high-level delegations.
UNICEF
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Draft donor checklist for Gender, GBV, Child Protection June 2018 priorities, gaps and needs and hold regular sectorial
December 2019
meetings with donors. Ensure all proposals are gender
sensitive and have a clear checklist on gender
benchmarks, etc.
UN Women
Borno
Work jointly with other partners identified at the ‘Call to Dec-18
Action’ Workshop to develop the checklist.
Time Frame for
Action 1.5
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Activity
Achievement
(include interim
benchmark if
applicable)

FAO

FMWASD

IMC
IRC

Norwegian
Church Aid

Oxfam

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe FAO disseminate studies, assessments, tools, checklists, 2018
good practices, and guidance notes on Protection,
Gender, Gender-based Violence and Accountability to
Affected Populations in Food Security and Agriculture to
food security partners.
Borno, Adamawa,
Organize meetings and monitoring exercise for the focus Year One
Gombe, Taraba, Plateau state Officers on GBV and SEA to ensure the overall
and Benue
coordination of GBV eradication effort and intervention
in these states.
Abuja
Strengthen field level information through follow-up Year One
monitoring exercise in the affected states.
Development of guideline and gender sensitive tools for Year One
service providers and practitioners on prevention of GBV.
Borno
Co-facilitate interagency GBV CCS training planned by Aug-18
UNFPA and participate in Primero/GBVIMS+ training.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Advocate for Global GBV Minimal Standard Guidelines April 2018 led by UNICEF, UNFPA and IRC to be piloted in NE Nigeria; September 2018
Provide list to the GBV WG and CtA partners of the IRC
and interagency standard tools being used in GBV
prevention and response in NE Nigeria; Available to cofacilitate interagency GBV CM training planned by UNFPA
and participate in GBVIMS+ training. Share IRC SASA!
community mobilisation and activism materials in local
languages for us by other agencies.
Chibok, Dikwa, Askira, NCA utilizes global standards, tools and are
March 2018 Konduga (Gumeri
contextualizing these tools to federal and state levels. December 2018
Kekeri), MMC
(BOLORI/WULARI and
Jere (Yawuri) local
government areas.
Pulka, Damboa
Activity to support the identification, harmonization, and 6 months
utilizations of standards, tools and guidance developed
at the federal, state, and global levels that can help
strengthen GBV prevention and response in the
Northeast.
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N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
$15,000

N/A
Fully funded

$50,000

Unfunded

N/A

N/A

Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
of Activity
Status:
funded,
-Fully funded?
indicate the
-Partially funded? amount
-Unfunded?
-N/A

$15,000

Unfunded

$30,000

Unfunded

$30,000

Unfunded

N/A

N/A
Unfunded

Fully funded

$2,400

Fully funded

Plan

Maiduguri

Population
Council

North East States

Save the
Children

Molai, Gajiganna,
Ngamdu, Malakyariri
and Magumeri.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Support the Federal Ministry of Women Affairs and Social 2018-2019
Development (FMWASD) to review existing SOPs for GBV
response at the national level, its production, publication
and dissemination. Develop operational guidelines for
key intervention areas -- GBV case management,
Management of Women and Girls Friendly Spaces, CMR,
MHPSS and mobile response to GBV.

UNFPA

UNICEF

WFP

Action 2.1

CARE

Develop Standard Operating procedures and guiding
Dec-18
15,000 €
tools for Mobile GBV programming. This will include
stakeholders consultation and training of actors on the
standards and tools.
1. Harmonization of tools used in GBV programs. 2. Mar-19
$50,000
Harmonization of indicators to track prevention and care
services for GBV
Printing 1,000 IA Case Management Tools
June 2018 to May USD 11,000
2019
$60,000

Partially funded

4,000 €

Unfunded

Fully funded

Unfunded

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Standardize and harmonize tools that have been revised January 2018 Unfunded
to incorporate Gender, GBV and Child Protection
December 2018
concerns and ensure use of harmonized tools, guidelines,
messaging etc. by sector members. Ensure all trainings
incorporate aspects of GBV including special
considerations for child survivors.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe WFP will develop and disseminate tools, checklists, and Ongoing
N/A
N/A
guidance notes on protection and gender to food security throughout the
year
partners. WFP will hold awareness sessions on the
developed tools.
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
funded,
of Activity
Status:
Activity
Achievement
indicate the
-Fully funded?
(include interim
-Partially funded? amount
benchmark if
-Unfunded?
applicable)
-N/A
Ngala and Bama

Christian Aid

Borno

FMWASD

Abuja

IOM

Abuja/HQ

Provide case management services to GBV survivors and
their family members
Establish and operate Safe Spaces.
Provide psycho-social support to GBV survivors and their
families
Provide survivors with in-kind material support,
depending on individual needs
Mobilize and train "GBV Champions" for community
based GBV prevention.
Conduct community awareness raising on GBV
1) Capacity building for staff and partners on providing
comprehensive services for GBV survivors.
2) Continuous monitoring of partner activities to ensure
compliance and effective services.
3) Partner with organizations that are able to provide
step 3 and 4 level (specialized services) of PSS for GBV
survivors.
4) Ensure that partners are aware of available resources
such as existing friendly spaces, counsellors, health
facilities and legal services for comprehensive services.
Quarterly meeting of the SGBV sub sector working group
meeting to include representative from Borno, Yobe and
Adamawa States.
Advocacy workshop for senior leadership (HCT) on
importance of funding MHPSS activities for supporting
GBV survivors.
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2018-2019
2018-2019
2018-2019

13,333 Euro

Fully funded
Fully funded

2018-2019

14,474 Euro

Fully funded

2018-2019

25,623 Euro

Fully funded

2018-2019
2018-2019

21,053 Euro

Fully funded

Year One

$15,000

Fully funded

2018

N/A

Fully funded

Norwegian
Church Aid

OCHA

Oxfam

Plan

Save the
Children

UNFPA

UNICEF

Action 2.2

CARE

Chibok, Dikwa, Askira,
Konduga (Gumeri
Kekeri), MMC
(BOLORI/WULARI and
Jere (Yawuri) local
government areas.
Maiduguri and Abuja

NCA’s senior management always ensures support to
March 2018 prioritizing service provision. This includes securing at December 2018
least minimal funds to support survivors and capacity
building training supports from senior technical advisors
to ensure quality and standard.

Borno State in LGAs:
Rann, Bama, Pulka,
Ngala, Dikwa Yobe state:
Yunusafuari and
Yousufari

(A). Organise and participate in monthly meeting GBV
sector at field level for updates.
(B). Provide
case management services to GBV survivors and their
family members

Fully funded

OCHA under the guidance of OHCT and HCT to ensure
Regular activity
Fully funded
priority is given on quality response to GBV survivors. In throughout 2018
case of funding gaps, OCHA to advocate through the HC
and Nigerian Humanitarian Fund Advisory Board for
allocation of additional funds from the pooled funds.
OCHA through the OHCT and HCT to ensure that GBV
aspects are well articulated in the Centrality of
Protection Strategy which makes the HCT to be
accountable once adopted.
Pulka, Damboa
Provide suitable safety support kits (e.g. radios, lights, 6 months
$85,000
Partially funded
$74,000
clothing); based on specific vulnerabilities such as
gender, age, female/child headed households, and
special needs.
Maiduguri
Ensure the inclusion of GBV into Plan International Lake Jul-18
5,000 €
Unfunded
Chad and Nigeria Humanitarian Response Plane. This will
include participation in regional consultation meetings,
organizing meetings for senior management team,
conducting assessment and sharing findings of
assessment with Senior Management team.
Participation in country strategy development meetings
and workshops.
Konduga(Dalori, host Provide technical support to CPCs to define and use
April,2018 to
CAD 7,040
Fully funded
gender responsive and child friendly referral pathways March,2020
community), Jere
(Dusman & Gonglon) & for CP cases, including for survivors of SGBV
Magumeri (Chabal)
$80,000
Fully funded
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Continue to sustain OHCT and HCT engagement on key Ongoing
issues on GBV, develop position papers and periodically Interim benchmark:
provide information on emerging issues. Support the
Improvement in
continuous interface between FMWASD/SMWASD key budget allocations
officers with the OHCT and HCT. Establish and coordinate for GBV response
the GBV Strategic Advisory Group. Organize annual
conference/seminar on GBV for key stakeholders.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Brief and advocacy points to senior management and January 2018 $50,000
Unfunded
leadership to provide more understanding on GBV.
September 2019
CPWSG to provide regular updates on trends of GBV
supported by Child Protection Actors and key challenges
faced in supporting child survivors of GBV and in
collaboration with GBV SSWG strengthen capacity of
Child Protection Actors on GBV Prevention and Response.
Lobby with senior management for continued support
and advocacy for funding and support to GBV service
provision, etc.
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
funded,
Activity
Achievement
of Activity
Status:
indicate the
(include interim
-Fully funded?
benchmark if
-Partially funded? amount
applicable)
-Unfunded?
-N/A
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2018-2019

$9,300

Unfunded

EU (ECHO, EUD) Borno, Adamawa, Yobe ECHO ensures GBV integration/mainstreaming is
2018
mentioned when negotiating with all IP. ECHO ensures
that all funding to GBV response includes a
comprehensive response, and will ensure all IPs have the
resources to do so. ECHO funds the development of the
Minimum Standards for GBV response, and will
recommend Nigeria to pilot these once developed.
IMC
Auno, tamsum
Weekly and monthly meeting with FOMWAN on the
January 2018 - June N/A
n'gamdua, shehuri
challenges faces on GBV activities implementation. These 2018
north, old Maiduguri, activities are for IMC to provide support to the
galtimari and bolori
Implementation partners on update challenges on GBV
(MMC, JERE, KONDUGA sensitization activities.
and MAFA)
IOM
Bama, Gwoza, and North In locations where IOM serves as the LGA GBV sub-sector 2019
$10,000
East Nigeria
working group coordinator, IOM will build capacity for
partners in increasing quality for GBV survivors, improve
and update referral mechanisms when appropriate, and
advocate for GBV concerns, needs, and partner's
development.
Netherlands Borno
Objectives:
November 2018 - EURO1,500,000
1. Provide focused response services for survivors of GBV November 2020
2. Strengthen psychosocial support and empowerment
opportunities for women and girls
3. Mobilize communities and key partners to prevent
GBV
Norway

Norwegian
Church Aid

Borno

In partnership with local NGOs, provide specialised, life 2018 - 2019
saving activities for GBV survivors. In partnership with
local and international NGOs, GBV, mental health and
psychosocial support services
Capacity building of local partners and staff.
March 2018 December 2018

Chibok, Dikwa, Askira,
Konduga (Gumeri
Kekeri), MMC
(BOLORI/WULARI and
Jere (Yawuri) local
government areas.
OCHA
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe OCHA to play a role through the Inter-Sectoral Working First and second
Group (ISWG) which it chairs to ensure IPs under the
quarter of 2018
various sectors have the knowledge and there is
adequate provision of required GBV services.
Plan
Maiduguri and Mubi
Recruiting and training of local partner organizations on Dec-19
GBV programming, development of comprehensive
response package that will include essential services.
Plan International will support existing health facilities
with trainings of personnel and materials including
supplies and infrastructure development.
SMWASD Yola
Collaborate with Ministry of health, justice to establish 2018-2019
Adamawa State
referral center for Sexual Assault survivors, Establishment
of Safe home for survivors.
SMWASD - Yobe 6 LGAs (DTR, Potiskum, Advocacy to tradinational, religious and community
2019 - 2020
Nguru, Bade, Geidam learders : To increased understanding and knowledged
on GBV among traditional, religious and community
and Yunusari)
learders
UNFPA
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Develop and disseminate guidelines for comprehensive Ongoing
packages. Conduct orientation session with sector GBV
focal points on elements of comprehensive package and
application. Conduct periodic gap analysis and GBV
response audit to guide partners on key gaps. Strengthen
the pipeline for UNFPA support supplies (health and
NFIs).
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N/A

Partially funded

$5,000

fully funded

NOK 14.6m

Project is fully
funded by
Norwegian MFA and
Norwegian Embassy
Fully funded

N/A

Fully funded

60,000 €

Partially funded

N2.5 Million

Unfunded

$60,000

Unfunded

6,000 €

UNHCR

UNICEF

Bama, Banki, Ngala,
Training in individual case management approach.
2018
Pulka, Damasac, Goza,
Mubi, Maiduguri
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Scale up the comprehensive GBV prevention and
response capacity building initiative for child protection
and selected GBV actors. Scale up the capacity mentoring
and coaching and where possible ensure shadowing by
trained staff is done to ensure knowledge transfer.
Review and adapt the capacity building plan as well as
conduct periodic capacity needs assessment to inform
capacity building initiatives. Hold regular meetings to
solicit feedback and conduct regular monitoring and
evaluation to shape and inform present and future plans.

Action 2.3

Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Activity

ActionAid

Jere LGA, Maiduguri
Metropolitan Council
LGA, Kaga and Konduga
town

CARE

Ngala and Bama

CHAD

Clear View
Integrity
Foundation

EU (EUD)

FAO

Bama, Gwoza,
Kala/Balge, Ngala and
MMC/JERE

Gombi, Hong, Maiha,
Mubi-North, MubiSouth, Michika and
Madagali LGAs
21 LGAs of Adamawa
State

$1,000

Fully funded

$600,000

Partially funded

$100,000

Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
Achievement
of Activity
Status:
funded,
(include interim
-Fully funded?
indicate the
benchmark if
-Partially funded? amount
applicable)
-Unfunded?
-N/A

Conduct advocacy visits to community gatekeepers,
6 months
Government institutions including States Assemblies to
emphasise the importance of women, boys and girls
participation in livelihood activities. Train local actors
including tribal leaders, CBOs, religious leaders, women
leaders, NGOs, Government and youth on Gender
mainstreaming /Protection against GBV into designing
livelihood/humanitarian assistance interventions.
Organise dialogue on the development of comprehensive
livelihood strategy for the Northeast.
Support to women solidarity groups ( livelihoods
2018-2019
activities
Protection Risk and Market Analysis baseline and
2018-2019
monitoring.
500 out of school adolescent girls and those at-risk of
January 01 –
December 31, 2019
dropping out aged 3-15 are supported with learning
supplies to attend formal schools (primary school) for
two school session as a strategy to mitigate against child
marriage.
Strengthen the resilience of 11,200 adolescents and
January 01 –
3,000 caregivers through a peer-to-peer life skill
December 31, 2018
education program for adolescents and positive
parenting for caregivers.
500 female adolescent survivors of GBV and those at risk January 01 –
receive livelihood support with a focus to plough back to December 31, 2018
the society and become a beacon of hope to other girls
when they eventually become economically and socially
stable.
Capacity-building training on advocacy. Undertake
April 2018 advocacy activities to relevant community and
November 2018
government stakeholders.

Social media advocacy campaigns using InterAd: InterAd April 2018 is a user engagement platform, that in partnership, with November 2018
Nigerian Telco’s, allows clients to send targeted
messages to a potential audience of 150M people using:
Gender, Age, Location and other data mining profiling
tools. InterAd can be used to educate, engage and inform
the public on gender violence. It can be integrated with
Facebook campaigns, tweeter feeds and embedded in
YouTube videos.
Borno
EU funds protective livelihood projects that clearly
2018-2020
integrate and achieve protection/GBV prevention
objectives.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Following FAO protective livelihoods interventions in
Dec-18
Borno, Adamawa, and Yobe States, at least 2
communication papers to donors advocating for
protective livelihoods will be designed.
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7,000,000 ₦

Unfunded

58947 Euro

Fully funded

$0

Fully funded

Year 1 - $33,571
Year 2 - $33,571
Total: $67,142

Unfunded

$156,200

Unfunded

$160,000

Unfunded

$10,000

Unfunded

$15,000

Unfunded

Fully funded

61,579 Euro

FMWASD

Borno, Adamawa,
High level advocacy visit to the affected states Chief
Gombe, Taraba, Plateua Executives (Governors) on the prevention of GBV in the
and Benue
conflict areas and in the IDPs.
Support and reintegration of GBV and VVF victims in the
endemic states with a view to provide skill and grants to
victims.
IMC
Borno
Rollout economic empowerment activities within
women friendly spaces. Train staff on relevant tools on
IRC's EA$E tools.
IOM
Abuja/HQ
Livelihood programming has been set under the early
recovery framework as well as under the PSS program in
emergency. GBV survivors and extremely vulnerable
caregivers are targeted (in additional other nonvulnerable categories are included in the program to
ensure "do no harm" or identifying persons.)
Netherlands Borno
1 - women and girls are protected from and treated for
consequences of gender based violence. 2 - women and
girls are equally safe from harm as boys and men in their
communities and at homes. 3 - women at risk generate
income and have increased household decisions making
power
Network of Civil Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Rapid needs assessment on impact of livelihood
Society
programmes on GBV.
Advocacy to 10 key stakeholders on the findings of rapid
Organizations
needs assessment on impact of livelihood programs on
in Borno State
(NECSOB)
GBV.
Norwegian
Chibok, Dikwa, Askira, Provision of livelihood to vulnerable women and girls
Church Aid
Konduga (Gumeri
and also linking and advocating with other agencies
Kekeri), MMC
where more supports are needed/livelihoods needed are
(BOLORI/WULARI and not provided by NCA and its partners. This includes
Jere (Yawuri) local
provision of skills training and start up kits/materials to
government areas.
women and girls.
Plan
Borno and Adamawa
Integrate livelihood into all GBV projects, provide
(Kaga, Mafa, Jere,
vocational skills training for survivors and individuals at
Gwoza, Askira Uba,
risk of GBV, provide life skills education for adolescents.
Mongono, Mubi,
Michika, Madagali,
Dikwa, Banki, Rann)
Save the
Konduga(Dalori, host NFI and Dignity Kits for foster parents and SGBV
survivors
Children
community), Jere
(Dusman & Gonglon) &
Magumeri (Chabal)
Women economic empowerment through
SMWASD - Yobe 17 L.G.As
enterpreneurship development : Empowerment of 1500
most vulnarable women and GBV survivors with skills
acquisition training and working capital
United
Support programmes targeting survivors of GBV and
other vulnerable women and girls for startup/loan
Kingdom
support for small businesses.
UNDP
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe CfW, vocational training and business/saving scheme
grants (either in-kind or cash) to women affected by BH
conflicts
UNFPA
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Develop and disseminate tools, checklists, guidance
notes on protection and gender to Cash Working Group
partners. Scale up the scope and quality of UNFPA's
livelihood assistance to provide empowerment for
protection. Conduct periodic consultations and safety
assessments into barriers/risks of women and girl's
participation and engage key stakeholders on emerging
issues. Advocate for livelihood interventions that clearly
integration protection objectives.
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Year One

$50,000

Unfunded

Year One

$100,000

Unfunded

September 2018 - $8,000
June 2019

Unfunded

2019

$2,000,000

Partially funded

November 2018 July 2020

Euro 1,500,000

Fully funded

2018

15,000,000 ₦

Unfunded

2018

8,000,000 ₦

Unfunded

March 2018 December 2018

Fully funded

Dec-19

1,000,000 €

Partially funded

April,2018 to
March,2020

CAD 50,571

Fully funded

2018 - 2019

N10,000,000

Unfunded

$90,000

Unfunded

2018-2021

Ongoing

$500,000

100,000 €

UNHCR

UNICEF

UN Women

WFP

Action 2.4

EU (EUD)

Bama, Banki, Ngala,
Pulka, Damasac, Goza,
Mubi, Munguno,
Maiduguri, Damaturu,
Potiskum
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe

Scale up of the UNHCR livelihood project in Borno,
2018
Adamawa and Yobe in partnership with American
University of Nigeria. Advocacy with development
partners for more sustainable actions in terms of
livelihood.
Advocate with other sectors such as food security, etc., to January 2018 ensure their proposals and resource mobilization
September 2019
strategies incorporate funds allocated for women and
girls who are at risk of GBV or are survivors of all forms of
GBV. Mobilize resources that are intentionally dedicated
to socio-economic reintegration of children formerly
associated with armed conflict including those affected
by conflict related sexual violence. Identify partners
providing livelihoods programming to engage women
and girls, men and boys formerly associated with armed
forces and vulnerable members in the community.
Borno, Yobe
Undertake a research on preferred and economically
Dec-18
empowering livelihoods activities by women, followed
by a training on value chain and access to market
strategies and support with start-up funds to set up
or/and develop their business.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe WFP will implement livelihood projects that clearly
Ongoing
throughout the
integrate and achieve protection/GBV prevention
year. All activities
objectives; advocate for increased livelihoods
to be achieved by
interventions and protection objectives; advocate for
4th quarter of 2018
increased military patrols for livelihood activities to
enhance protection of women, girls, men and boys, and
strengthen outcomes of livelihood activities; monitor of
protection concerns related to livelihood programs
where WFP implement activities and ensure they are
addressed.
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Time Frame for
Activity
Achievement
(include interim
benchmark if
applicable)

EU funds projects related to Women's Peace and Security, 2018-2020
and fund capacity building of the legislative level in NE
Nigeria.
FIDA Yobe State Damaturu (state level) FIDA yobe members will promote,protect and preserve 2018-2019
the rights and interest of women and children in Yobe
state by providing legal representation in courts so that
the women and children can have access to justice. FIDA
will also carry out advocacy and policy campaigns to our
various stakeholders like the judiciary, House of
Assembly, Ministry of Justice, Police etc, for the adoption
and implementation of gender sensitive laws that will
enhance and protect women and children especially
those dealing with GBV like the child rights act and VAPP
act. Awareness and sensitization will also be done by
FIDA members to secondary schools and communities on
the existence of the sexual assault referral centre (SARC)
which is situated at the family support hospital. SARC is
the first point of referral for reported rape cases in Yobe
State. FIDA Yobe members also intend to hold a
sensitization workshop on the VAPP act targeting our
various stakeholders. A simplified version of the VAPP act
will be developed in English and Hausa languages for
ease of understanding by all. This will be done with the
of a consultant
and thereafter
distributed to
the
IMC
Maiduguri (state level) aid
Participation
in all advocacy
and coordination
meeting
N/A
related to amending Nigeria and Borno state legal
framework.

$950,000

Unfunded

$297,667

Fully funded

$10,000

Unfunded

Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
of Activity
Status:
funded,
-Fully funded?
indicate the
-Partially funded? amount
-Unfunded?
-N/A

Borno
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$6,542

Unfunded

N/A

N/A

Network of Civil Borno State
Society
Organizations
in Borno State
(NECSOB)
Yola (state level)
SMWASD Adamawa State
SMWASD Borno State

Maiduguri

Advocacy to members of Borno House of Assembly and 2018-2019
Attorney General of Borno State and key influential
figures on domestication of legislation that protect girls
from abuse e.g. VAPP law.
Advocacy to State house of Assembly on Equal
Opportunities bill, Collaborate with FIDA to prosecute
perpetrators of GBV.
Provide prompt and free legal services to women and
girls affected by conflicts.
Creation of awareness on legal aid services.
Establishment of community legal centres.

United
Kingdom
UNDP

UNFPA

UNHCR

UNICEF

UN Women

Action 2.5

ActionAid

CARE

5,000,000 ₦

End of 4th Quarter
2018
End of 4th Quarter 1,000,000 ₦
2018
Beginning of 4th 10,000,000 ₦
Quarter 2019
Beginning of 4th
Quarter 2019

Strengthening existing organizations that provide free
legal services such as FIDA, NBA, LAC.
Support through advocacy with all relevant actors
(directly and through partners).
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Training of Trainers on Access to Justice and Rule of Law 2018-2021
for 100 stakeholders, incl police, security organizations,
Civilian Task Force, lawyers, community leaders and Civil
Society Organization members
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Facilitate the domestication of VAPP and other key
Ongoing
legislation in Borno, Adamawa, and Yobe. Conduct high
level stakeholder meetings on the law review process in
Borno, Adamawa, and Yobe. Support the
implementation of the action plans from the Attorney
Generals Conference held in Yola 2017. Support the
implementation of National and state action plans for
the implementation of UNSCR 1325 through facilitating
the engagement of women and young people.
Abuja (federal level),
(Legal framework in protection of IDP’s) Advocacy for the 2018
Maiduguri
domestication of the Kampala convention; Legislative
advocacy by engaging the parliament; Training for
Members of the Federation Women Lawyers (FIDA).

Unfunded

Unfunded
Unfunded
Unfunded
Unfunded

$180000

Partially funded

$20,000

Unfunded

$5,000

Partially funded

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe In close working relation with the Justice and legal
teams in UNICEF explore and understand the legal
framework as pertains to sexual violence and child
protection and engage state level authorities to identify
gaps, opportunities, status of legal reforms etc. Conduct
training plan for the legal and justice sector in line with
the GBV SSWG. In liaison with GBV SS engage the legal
and justice sector including the judiciary on clarification
on mandatory reporting protocols etc.
Borno, Yobe
Undertake an assessment of the formal and informal
judiciary system and support the authorities and
community members to adopt an action plan to improve
the formal and informal judicial system to respond to
women’s and girls’ needs.
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Activity

January 2018 September 2020

$250,000

Unfunded

Dec-18

$80,000

Fully funded

Jere LGA, Maiduguri
Metropolitan Council
LGA, Kaga and Konduga
town
Ngala and Bama

Organise training for service providers on GBV
programming and response including gender
mainstreaming.

3 months

2,000,000 ₦

Unfunded

Provide training on case management for CARE staff

December 2018Jan 2019
December 2018Jan2019

13157.Euro

Fully funded

23684 Euro

Fully funded

Set-up and train community GBV Vigilant Committees
for community-based GBV prevention
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$57,000

$2,500

Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
funded,
Achievement
of Activity
Status:
indicate the
(include interim
-Fully funded?
benchmark if
-Partially funded? amount
applicable)
-Unfunded?
-N/A

CHAD

Bama, Gwoza,
Kala/Balge, Ngala and
MMC/JERE

Clear View
Yola-North LGA
Integrity
Foundation
EU (ECHO, EUD) Borno

FMWASD

Borno

IMC

Maiduguri, Damboa,
Dikwa (state level)

IOM

North East Nigeria

IRC

Yobe, Adamawa and
Borno

MDM

Damboa, Maiduguri
(MMC/Jere)

Norwegian
Church Aid

Plan

Chibok, Dikwa, Askira,
Konduga (Gumeri
Kekeri), MMC
(BOLORI/WULARI and
Jere (Yawuri) local
government areas.
Borno and Adamawa
(Kaga, Mafa, Jere,
Gwoza, Askira Uba,
Mongono, Mubi,
Michika, Madagali,
Dikwa, Banki, Rann)

2,500 GBV survivors who are adolescents including those
at risk of GBV in 5 locations receive holistic case
management and referrals to specialized services.
Alternative care arrangements will be provided to
extremely vulnerable cases.
Develop app KidsAid in partnership with IT firm, training
of GBV counselors on the use of the app for ICT based PFA
sessions. Procure ICT equipment for PFA counseling
session in one location and Conduct daily PFA activities
through counseling and connect GBV victims with an
online relief community.
Establish GBV centers in 3 locations and equip each
location with ICT equipment. Initiate global awareness
campaign around the web app KidsAid.
Capacity-building of service providers on quality GBV
response.

January 01 –
$590,000
December 31, 2018

Unfunded

January 01 –
$100,000
December 31, 2018

Unfunded

January 01 –
$12,000
December 31, 2018

Unfunded

March 2018 August 2018

$10,000

Unfunded

EU and ECHO fund capacity building for service providers
on comprehensive GBV response, and case management
care for child survivors of violence.
Training of FMWASD level PSS officers on support
services, referral pathway and case management.
Technical capacity building of partners, community
representatives and GBV staff on GBV prevention and
response activities.

2018-2020

$30,000

Unfunded

Year One

January 2018 - June $19,628
2018
Interim benchmark:
16 training sessions
for 300 persons

Support capacity building of quality PSS specialized
2019
services for child survivors, train GBV partners on quality
of MHPSS for survivors, and separately inclusion of
persons with disabilities concerns within
DTM/CCCM/WASH activities.
Conduct clinical care for sexual assault survivors for
2018-2019
health facilities female staff. Offer training to Child
Protection and GBV case workers using UNICEF IRC Caring
for Child Survivors of Sexual Abuse guidelines and
training toolkit.
Provide CMR trainings to MdM health facilities midwives 2018-2019
and medical doctors, training of MHPSS counselors on
GBV response, case management basics, trainings and
technical capacity building of community mobilizers on
GBV sensitization and awareness raising.
Availability of CMR and MHPSS specialized services in all 2018-2019
MdM clinics.
Production with a lawyer consultant of a Review of
2018
National legal framework for addressing rape and sexual
assault in Nigeria to better comprehend the context,
legislation and limitations and constraints for accessing
justice for sexual violence.
NCA provides capacity building trainings to its local
March 2018 partners, government supported health facilities and its December 2018
staff on CMR, PSS, Case management, PFA, CCS etc. The
CMR is done in collaboration with the ministry of health
and conduct joint assessment on capacities and
supportive monitoring to health facilities.
Training of Health workers, training PSS workers,
Dec-19
training of local partners on case management and care
for child survivors.
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$30,000

Partially funded

$10,000

Fully funded

$9,000

Fully funded

$50,000

Fully funded

$2,000

Fully funded

$15,000

Fully funded

50,000 €

Partially funded

10,000 €

Save the
Children

(1). Implement the case plans, including providing
April,2018 to
CAD 77,604 + USD
PSS/PFA, internal referrals to other SC interventions (i.e March,2020
3,930
nutrition and food security), external referrals to
specialized service providers to directly achieve plan
objectives and/or facilitate referrals.
(2). Training provided to female and male project Case
Workers and staff of Ministry of Women Affairs and
Social development (MWASD) on case management,
child protection in emergencies, GBV management in
emergencies, use of referral pathways and CPIMS and
GBVIMS
SMWASD All accessible LGA's area Training of security personnel, traditional leaders and 2018-2019
Adamawa State of return
gender desk officers in different MDAs on the need to
report and respond to GBV.
SMWASD - Yobe Damaturu metropolis Capacity building training to GBVSWG partners on
2019 - 2020
N1,000,000
harmonizing report and response to GBV in the state.
UNFPA
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Finalize capacity assessment tool and conduct partner Ongoing
$80,000
capacity assessment for GBV service provision. Develop Interim benchmark:
and implement a capacity development strategy for GBV Capacity
subsector partners. Facilitate and coordinate HQ missions development
strategy developed
to support capacity building initiatives.

Fully funded

UNHCR

UNICEF

Action 2.6

CARE

Clear View
Integrity
Foundation

Konduga (Dalori, host
community), Jere
(Dusman & Gonglon) &
Magumeri (Chabal)

Bama, Banki, Ngala,
Training of partners on disability inclusion; SGBV and
Pulka, Damasac, Goza, children and individual case management.
Mubi, Maiduguri
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe UNICEF in close collaboration with CP/GBV SS WG scale
up the capacity building initiative for case workers and
social workers from the Ministries. Scale up training for
service providers on the technical aspects of a quality
GBV response--CMR, PSS, case management etc. for
health care providers including UNICEF supported health
clinics to be able to provide post rape care services and
support to survivors of GBV.
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Activity

Ngala and Bama

Monitor GBV risks and incidences and report to relevant
coordination bodies: CARE will engage closely with the
GBV Sub-working Group for North-east Nigeria to
identify information gaps through provision of
monitoring data from CARE's own activities, as well as to
contribute to sub-sector specific monitoring and
assessment exercises. Specifically, CARE has been
contributed regularly with information to the GBV IMS
report and will continue to do so with information
produced through the proposed Action
Care will conduct Baseline survey, Endline survey,
Midline survey , Market/ and Protection Risk Assesment
Madagali, Michika, Mubi- Research on the occurrence of sexual gender-based
violence in the seven insurgency-affected LGAs of
North, Mubi-South,
Adamawa State.
Maiha, Hong, Gombi
LGAs
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Unfunded
Fully funded

2018

$10,000

Fully funded

January 2018 September 2019

$600,000

Unfunded

Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
of Activity
Status:
funded,
Achievement
-Fully funded?
indicate the
(include interim
-Partially funded? amount
benchmark if
-Unfunded?
applicable)
-N/A
2018-219

N/A

Unfunded

2018-2109

11035 Euro

Fully funded

February 2018 May 2018

$51,000

Funding pledged,
not yet secured

EU (ECHO)

Northeast Nigeria

IMC

Maiduguri, Damboa,
Dikwa

MDM

Damboa, Maiduguri
(MMC/Jere)

Norwegian
Church Aid

Chibok, Dikwa, Askira,
Konduga (Gumeri
Kekeri), MMC
(BOLORI/WULARI and
Jere (Yawuri) local
government areas.
Borno and Adamawa
(Kaga, Mafa, Jere,
Gwoza, Askira Uba,
Mongono, Mubi,
Michika, Madagali,
Dikwa, Banki, Rann)
North East States

Plan

Population
Council

ECHO funds the Call to Action in Nigeria, including with
IM capacities; ECHO is an active member of the GBV
subsector SAG; ECHO ensures that IPs report to GBVIMS
(and CPIMS); ECHO advocates for timely release of the
GBVIMS reports.
Participation in the revision on all information sharing
protocols, share IMC GBV achievement and Data through
5Ws to GBVSWG on monthly basis.

2018

January 2018 - June N/A
2018
Interim benchmark:
Monthly 5W and
GBV data

Research on Provision of Clinical Management of Rape in 2018-2019
crises settings: Analysis of factors affecting delays in
accessing services.
Working closely with GBVSC and other partners including March 2018 women and other community groups to share feedback, December 2018
challenges and on working together address gaps
identified through meetings etc.

N/A

Conduct assessment GBV assessments including regular Dec-19
safety audits, rapid assessments and evaluations.

25,000 €

Molai, Gajiganna,
Ngamdu, Malakyariri
and Magumeri.

SMWASD Borno State

Maiduguri

Switzerland
United
Kingdom
United States

Support through advocacy efforts.
Support through advocacy and engagement with
implementing partners and HCT.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Through iMMAP, OFDA supports information
FY 2018
management officers (IMOs) in all of the sector working
groups, including the GBV sub-sector working group. The
OFDA-funded IMO provides all information and analysis
support to the GBV sub-sector working group.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Regularly update and share assessment registry for
Ongoing
partners. Conduct quarterly information sharing and
discussions on findings from key assessments, safety
audits, among others. Organize technical working group
meetings and DGO forums to review and discuss findings
from the GBV IMS. Produce quarterly analysis reports
from the GBV IMS and disseminate on key donor and
other relevant platforms.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe UNHCR’s IMO Development of the online information 2018
sharing platform for general protection, GBV and CP
breakdown by State/LGA’s. Support the development of
online 5 W entry of GP, CP, GVB and online real time
reporting system.

UNFPA

UNHCR

Collect and document data including the course of SGBV End of 3rd Quarter 4,000,000 ₦
perpetrated against women and girls affected by conflict. 2018
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Unfunded

Fully funded

1. Identify indicators for development of GBV dashboard 1. Mar 2019
$250,000
2. Develop and lead coordination of Data Utilization
2. February 2019
Committee.
3.
3. April 2019
Development of GBV quarterly briefs focsued on
prevention and response
(1). Community awareness on gender equality, child
June 2018 to May USD 3,105 + CAD
protection and GBV.
3,000
(2). Conduct 2019
awareness raising session with CPCs on gender
responsive in communities on issues related to gender
equality, child protection, CAAFAG and SGBV

Save the
Children

N/A

Unfunded

Unfunded

Fully funded

Unfunded

$2,200,000

Fully funded

$70,000

Fully funded

$1,000

Unfunded

UNICEF

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Child Protection Actors will be encouraged to report GBV January 2018 incidents and to properly document GBV cases. UNICEF September 2019
will conduct trainings to ensure that actors are report
accurately and have data on GBV regular support will be
provided to actors using the CPIMS to properly document
GBV cases. Support the rollout of the primero/ GBV IMS+
in collaboration with HQ and UNFPA.

Action 3.1

Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Activity

ActionAid

Jere LGA, Maiduguri
Metropolitan Council
LGA, Kaga and Konduga
town

EU (ECHO)

Northeast Nigeria

FMWASD

IMC
IOM

IRC

MDM

Norwegian
Church Aid

Plan

UNFPA

UNHCR
UNICEF

$100,000

Unfunded

Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
funded,
Achievement
of Activity
Status:
indicate the
(include interim
-Fully funded?
benchmark if
-Partially funded? amount
applicable)
-Unfunded?
-N/A

Conduct mapping and capacity assessment of local
3 months
partners and CSOs working on GBV. Establish/Strengthen
GBV response coordinating mechanisms at local level.
Organise training on mainstreaming gender and
protection in project design and implementation.

4,000,000 ₦

ECHO actively contribute to the GBV subsector strategic 2018
advisory group.
Borno, Adamawa,
Training Ministry officials to conduct a step down
Year One
$50,000
Gombe, Taraba, Plateua training on GBV and FGM abandonment and eradication
and Benue
in endemic states.
Borno State
Train GBVSWG partners on GBV core concepts, case
N/A
N/A
management and referral pathway.
Maiduguri/LGA Based IOM joined the GBV sub-sector SAG and will ensure
2019
N/A
capacity mapping in LGAs where it supports sub-working
coordination for GBV.
Maiduguri, Yola and
In coordination with ongoing GBV subworking group
2018-2019
$100,000
Damaturu
members; map out and access capacity of local actors,
NGOs, CSOs and develop capacity building plan which
include trainings and small grants to improve GBV
services for sustainability.
Damboa, Maiduguri
Participation to the GBV sub-sector groups and
2018-2019
N/A
(MMC/Jere)
contribution to the implementation of the sector
strategy. Proposition of co-leading the GBV coordination
meetings in Damboa (with IMC).
Chibok, Dikwa, Askira, Support capacity building initiatives by GBVSC for various March 2018 Konduga (Gumeri
targets including local partners, security sectors and
December 2018
Kekeri),
other actors, international celebrations as the need may
MMC(BOLORI/WULARI arise including GBV concepts, PSEA, Case management,
and Jere (Yawuri) local GBVIMS etc.
government areas.
20,000 €
Borno and Adamawa
Conduct Capacity Assessment for both local actors and Dec-18
(Kaga, Mafa, Jere,
Plan International staff. Develop capacity building plan
Gwoza, Askira Uba,
based on needs assessment, and roll out of capacity
Mongono, Mubi,
building plan.
Michika, Madagali,
Dikwa, Banki, Rann)
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Finalize capacity assessment tool and conduct partner Ongoing
$60,000
capacity assessment for GBV service provision. Develop
and implement a capacity development strategy for GBV
subsector partners. Facilitate and coordinate HQ missions
to support capacity building initiatives. Ensure
sustainable human resource at the secretariat.
Train CCCM monitor on awareness on GBV and CCCM
2018
$15,000
partners at site and states level.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe UNICEF will work closely with the GBV SSWG to develop January 2018 - June $250,000
and finalize capacity building plans and support in
2019
facilitating capacity building initiative. Strengthening of
capacity of child protection and selected GBV actors in
gender based violence including case management and
caring for child survivors. Establish where unavailable as
well as support the capacity of existing child protection
and GBV community based mechanisms and structures.
Conduct periodic review and assessment of the capacity
of the child protection actors providing support child
survivors of GBV and children formerly associated with
armed conflict.
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Unfunded

Unfunded

N/A
Fully funded

Unfunded

Fully funded

Unfunded

Partially funded

$40,000

Partially funded

$5,000

Partially funded

$100,000

Action 3.2

Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Activity

CARE

Borno State in LGAs:
Rann, Bama, Pulka,
Ngala, Dikwa Yobe state:
Yunusafuari and
Yousufari

CHAD

Bama, Gwoza,
Kala/Balge, Ngala and
MMC/JERE

FMWASD

Borno, Adamawa,
Gombe, Taraba, Plateau
and Benue

IMC
IRC

Maiduguri, Jere
Konduga, Mafa
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe

MDM

Maiduguri (MMC/Jere)

Organize workshop in resource mobilization workshops Year One
for partners.
To become champions for Resource Mobilization – and
share your knowledge with other stakeholder. To
understand the difference between fundraising and
resource mobilization.
To learn the importance and fundamentals of storytelling
and communications to tell the unique organization
Nigeria story. To be able to assess the resource landscape
to find the best partners to support their works. To
discover best practices of networking and cultivation –
and the important role you play in this process. To
develop and own the partners Nigeria Resource
Mobilization Strategy – and what that means. The most
importantly, you will understand the very important role
partners play in bringing in the resources that fund your
projects, and how you can be a mentor and support for
your colleagues.
Engage experts to strengthen CHAD's capacity in the
January 01 –
areas of finance, human resource, monitoring and
December 31, 2018
evaluation and program design to provide on-going
mentorship and daily support to operational staff.
Organize proposal development workshops for the focus Year One
state officers for effective resource mobilization on GBV
and SEA to ensure the overall GBV eradication in these
states.
Train IMC/GBV partners (FOMWAN etc.) on GBV
January 2018 prevention response and GBV risk mitigation.
February 2018
Train local women's organisations and GBV actors using April 2018 IRC's localisation approach: GBV emergency response and September 2018
preparedness (http://gbvresponders.org/emergencyresponse-preparedness/emergency-response-andpreparedness-training/) as well as GBV case
management to improve localised GBV response
capacity.
Trainings, technical and institutional capacity building of 2018
local partner on prevention and response to GBV, engage
with community leaders to ensure their understanding of
GBV consequences and their participation in the
prevention and response.
Capacity building of GBV actors on proposal writing and 2018-2019
project management.

Network of Civil Borno, Adamawa, Yobe
Society
Organizations
in Borno State
(NECSOB)
Norway
Borno
In partnership with local and international NGOs, GBV,
mental health and psychosocial support services
Norwegian
Church Aid

Chibok, Dikwa, Askira,
Konduga (Gumeri
Kekeri), MMC
(BOLORI/WULARI and
Jere (Yawuri) local
government areas.

Oxfam

Pulka, Damboa

Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
funded,
of Activity
Status:
Achievement
indicate the
-Fully funded?
(include interim
-Partially funded? amount
benchmark if
-Unfunded?
applicable)
-N/A

2016-2019

Capacity building of local partners in GBV prevention and March 2018 response including but not limited to GBV case
December 2018
management, PSS, PFA,VSLA/economic empowerment,
Adolescent girls programming, CMR etc. NCA also
provides funds to its local partners to implement
programs and has plan to start working with its local
partners to seek funding opportunities as a way linking
them to donors and to self-seek for funding.
a) Production of protection materials for committees
6 months
(visibilities, record books, etc.)
b) Training of local formal and informal actors on GBV
programming. Informal such as religious leaders,
protection committees, youth leaders, women leaders.
Formal such as LGA officials, CSOs.
c) Undertake awareness raising sessions within the
community on protection and GBV.
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$20,000

Unfunded

$40,000

Unfunded

$25,000

Unfunded

$5,078
$6,000

Funded

$50,000

Fully funded

25,000,000 ₦

Unfunded

NOK 12m

Project is fully
funded by the
Norwegian Embassy
Fully funded

$13,500

Partially funded

$10,000

Plan

Maiduguri and Mubi

Save the
Children

Konduga (Dalori, host
community), Jere
(Dusman & Gonglon) &
Magumeri (Chabal)

UNFPA

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe

UNICEF

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe

UN Women

Borno, Yobe

WFP

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe

Action 4.1

Specific Locations of
Activity

CARE

Borno State in LGAs:
Rann, Bama, Pulka,
Ngala, Dikwa Yobe state:
Yunusafuari and
Yousufari
Northeast Nigeria

EU (ECHO)

FAO

Germany
IOM

Capacity building for 4 local organizations on project
Mar-19
management including fund raising, training on GBV.
(1). Train CPCs on child protection in emergencies, child April,2018 to
rights, gender equality, positive parenting, child
March,2020
safeguarding and identification of cases of abuse,
including SGBV
(2). Train and sensitize
male and female caregivers of UASC, girl and boy
survivors of SGBV, CAAFAG, and all forms of violence and
abuse, on parenting and protection strategies aiming at
accompany and support children in their resilience,
including gender equality concepts, PFA, positive
parenting, and child protection
Conduct a mapping of capacities of local actors and civil Ongoing
society implementing GBV response. Develop and
implement capacity building action plan tailored to the
needs of local actors and civil society. Conduct annual
capacity assessment of GBV actors especially entrants.
Engagement of women and girls, civil society,
January 2018 to
community based groups and mechanisms including
June 2019
religious and traditional leaders in women peace and
security processes including empowerment of women
and girls to make decisions etc.
Map the level of representation of women in relevant Dec-18
GBV committees and strengthen their participation.
WFP will conduct trainings on GBV and protection
Ongoing
mainstreaming, proposal and budget preparations, funds throughout the
management, conducting GBV analysis for local partners. year. All activities
WFP will ensure that all projects proposals submitted to to be achieved by
4th quarter of 2018
WFP through local partners have GBV and protection
mainstreamed in submitted proposals.
Brief Description of Planned Activity
Time Frame for
Achievement
(include interim
benchmark if
applicable)

Updating donors and conduct situational assessment on Year Two
gaps for GBV programming, proposals development,
build a robust lobbying and advocacy messages.

ECHO is an active champion of the Call to Action in
2018
Nigeria, ensuring that the objective to strengthen the
GBV response is highlighted in all humanitarian
strategies. ECHO prioritized protection and all subsector
including GBV in 2018 funding allocations.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe FAO Concepts notes and proposed projects & program 2018
take into considerations GBV issues. Gender analyses are
conducted in order to prevent GBV cases occurring in FAO
interventions. Consequently, protective livelihoods
interventions are designed and implemented.
Support through advocacy efforts.
Nigeria
Senior management and program managers trained on 2018
gender mainstreaming in program and resource
management including appropriate project
development. GBV funding requests for 2018 are
included for both direct programming and for
mainstreaming efforts. Direct programming include
engaging and capacity building the police force on
handling GBV/CT survivors and prevention sexual
exploitation from the sector as well as GBV sensitization
and counseling through PSS teams. Mainstreaming
efforts have been requested through HRP for shelter,
WASH, CCCM, NFI and include but are not limited to
increased shading with gender considerations, lighting,
privacy screens for WASH facilities etc.
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30,000 €

Partially funded

CAD 10,320

Fully funded

$20,000

Fully funded

$200,000

Partially funded

$20,000

Partially funded

$4,000

Partially funded

7,000 €

$100,000

$2,000

Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
of Activity
Status:
funded,
-Fully funded?
indicate the
-Partially funded? amount
-Unfunded?
-N/A
N/A

N/A

$10,000

Fully funded

Norwegian
Church Aid

OCHA

Chibok, Dikwa, Askira,
Konduga (Gumeri
Kekeri),
MMC(BOLORI/WULARI
and Jere (Yawuri) local
government areas.
Maiduguri and Abuja

Plan

Abuja

United
Kingdom
United States

UNFPA

UNICEF

WFP

Action 4.2

Canada

CARE

Christian Aid

NCA’s senior leaders have priority for GBV programming. March 2018 Various donors are engaged for funding and are working December 2018
hard to secure. Currently, funding is only secured from
the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

OCHA to ensure any GBV funding gaps are raised in the First and second
OHCT and HCT. Serious funding gaps to be raised with quarter of 2018
Nigerian Humanitarian Fund (NHF).
Discussion with Plan International country management Apr-18
team to include GBV as a thematic areas in the country
response plan.
Support through advocacy and funding priorities.

Fully funded

N/A

Fully funded

N/A

N/A

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Protection, and GBV programming specifically, remain 2018-2019
one of OFDA’s four priority sectors in the response. OFDA
will continue to prioritize GBV programming in its
funding decisions as partner capacity allows.
Abuja, Borno
Develop advocacy messages for the periodic donor
Ongoing
$10,000
Unfunded
meetings and high-level delegations. Organize forums
for donors on the presentation of GBV IMS and other data
on GBV. Conduct rapid situational assessment on key
gaps for GBV programming and share with donor.
Develop joint proposals to donors on GBV integrating
comparative advantage of various actors for GBV.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe In collaboration with other actors, develop briefs for
January 2018 $30,000
Unfunded
donor meetings, work with Information Management December 2019
Officers of GBV SS and CP SSWG to identify trends,
priorities and gaps in GBV programming . Lobby for funds
for GBV programming to be increased for child protection
actors and for deliberate action to be taken to include
GBV prevention and response programming.
Lobby and mobilise resources for funding to support the January 2018 $300,000
Unfunded
reintegration of women and girls released from
December 2019
Administrative custody in Giwa Barracks, through the
various screening points in the LGAs. Continue to
advocate with military on the release of children,
women, and girls as well as support Ministry of Women
Affairs and Social Development. Mobilise funding to
support the state national action plan on UNSCR 1325 as
well as continue to engage women and girls in
peacebuilding process and social cohesion.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Include funding for GBV programs in all WFP proposed Ongoing
$10,000
Unfunded
programs. Advocate for more funding for GBV programs. throughout the
Conduct comprehensive assessments and analysis on
year.
GBV, clearly documenting how Food Security and
Comprehensive
Livelihoods programs can contribute to mitigation of the gender analysis to
identified GBV risks. Assessment result will be used as an be conducted by
advocacy tool for more funding.
2nd quarter of 2018
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
Activity
Achievement
of Activity
Status:
funded,
(include interim
-Fully funded?
indicate the
benchmark if
-Partially funded? amount
applicable)
-Unfunded?
-N/A
Abuja

Advocacy visits to be paid by donors to all international
organisations who have committed to the Call to Action
at the global and/or country level to discuss how their
work is supporting or could support this commitment.
Borno State in LGAs:
Gender equality will be mainstreamed throughout the
response and crosscut all interventions. This is consistent
Rann, Bama, Pulka,
Ngala, Dikwa Yobe state: with CARE global focus on gender equality but also its
existing capacity in term of technical skills, tools and
Yunusafuari and
guidance developed for field operations, GBV budget to
Yousufari
be considered into all programs.
Borno
Provide basic humanitarian assistance to GBV survivors.
Ensure that during project designs, protection is
mainstreamed in its intervention ensuring that
assistance does no harm and GBV survivors access equal
services.
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January 2019
0
through February
2019

N/A

Year Two

N/A

2018-2019

N/A

EU (ECHO)

Northeast Nigeria

MDM

Damboa, Maiduguri
(MMC/Jere)

Norwegian
Church Aid

Oxfam

Chibok, Dikwa, Askira,
Konduga (Gumeri
Kekeri), MMC
(BOLORI/WULARI and
Jere (Yawuri) local
government areas.
Pulka, Damboa

Plan

Maiduguri and Mubi

Save the
Children

Molai, Gajiganna,
Ngamdu, Malakyariri
and Magumeri.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Since 2017, USAID/OFDA’s Nigeria team has requested
that the protection team conduct a particularly rigorous
protection mainstreaming review of all USAID/OFDA
proposals.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe, Support the development and implementation of the
Abuja
HCT's Centrality of Protection Strategy. Provide
guidelines to support integration of GBV considerations
for pooled funds. Implement the IASC GBViE action plans
with sector focal points.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe See Action 4.1
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Continue with the in-house advocacy of integrating GBV
considerations into programs. Ensure that costs for GBV
programming are integrated into program budgets with
clear gender related budget lines. Ensure continued
advocacy on need for GBV specific project budgeting in
food and nutrition assistance programs.
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Activity

United States

UNFPA

UNICEF
WFP

Action 4.3

EU (ECHO)

Northeast Nigeria

IMC

Borno

IOM

North East Nigeria

ECHO integrates GBV considerations into our programme 2018
planning and ensures that GBV
integration/mainstreaming is mentioned when
negotiating with all IP. ECHO funds and ensures GBV
sectoral plan as a specific activity/commitment when
funding sector coordination.
GBV training provided to all staff of MdM at all levels. 2018-2019
GBV component (CMR + PSS) integrated in the primary
health care package provided in all MdM clinics.
Integration of the GBV component in all Emergency
response team activities.
Funding is set aside for GBV mainstreaming into WASH. March 2018 December 2018

N/A

N/A

Fully funded

a) Ensure all proposals capture GBV programming and 6 months
$18,400
budget is allocated. Ensure the other sectors such as
WASH and EFSVL integrate gender in their work. This is
during targeting, distribution as well as construction of
latrines.
b) Regular meeting with senior managers in Oxfam to
ensure GBV funding is prioritized in proposals as well as
in different engagement.
GBV integration workshop for sector leads and senior
Jun-18
5,000 €
management.
Case management fund
June 2018 to May USD 12,000
2019

Fully funded

Unfunded
Fully funded

Ongoing

N/A

N/A

Ongoing

$20,000

Unfunded

Ongoing
N/A
throughout the
year. All activities
to be achieved by
4th quarter of 2018

N/A

Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
Achievement
of Activity
Status:
funded,
(include interim
-Fully funded?
indicate the
benchmark if
-Partially funded? amount
applicable)
-Unfunded?
-N/A

ECHO ensures and actively verifies that IPs report to
2018
GBVIMS (and CPIMS); ECHO advocates for timely release
of the GBVIMS reports.
Participate in primero/GBVIMS + rollout planning
Ongoing
meetings and training. Include data collection in
proposals. Implement Primero/GBVIMS+ across all
operational sites.
Secured funding to support for improved protection2019
enhanced data collection and dissemination of DTM data,
CCCM site tracker, and Site Improvement Assessments.
These tools are developed through GBV
specialists/consultants, and will inform IOM's response as
well as be shared with the community at large.
Furthermore, build capacity for PSS teams to improve
data protection for client-management over the year to
fill the gaps in locations without partners providing
specialised GBV services or where additional support is
needed.
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$3,500

$5,000,000

Partially funded

$2,500,000

IRC

Norwegian
Church Aid

Plan

Population
Council

United States

UNFPA

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe The IRC commits to implement the GBVIMS+/Primero in 2018-2019
all sites to strengthen data management and improve
quality reporting and advocacy.
Chibok, Dikwa, Askira, NCA is part of the GBVIMS task force, and will support March 2018 Konduga (Gumeri
donor engagement to ensure ethical data
December 2018
Kekeri), MMC
management and use by humanitarian actors.
(BOLORI/WULARI and
Jere (Yawuri) local
government areas
Borno and Adamawa
Participate in the pilot of GBV IMS.
Dec-18
(Kaga, Mafa, Jere,
Gwoza, Askira Uba,
Mongono, Mubi,
Michika, Madagali,
Dikwa, Banki, Rann)
North East States
1. Training on research ethics 2. Training on data analysis Jun-19
and research utilization 3. Training on development of
study briefs 4. Conduct of GBV research and
development of study reports in multiple formats for
different audiences
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Most directly, USAID/OFDA is meeting this action area Ongoing
through support to the sector working group’s IMO (see
Action 2.6). Indirectly, ethical data collection and
management is a standard protection requirement that
USAID/OFDA's protection team requires for all servicebased GBV activities.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Coordinate the interagency platform for the
Ongoing
implementation of the GBV IMS including field-based
provision of one on one technical guidance to Data
Gathering Organizations (DGOs). Recruit and maintain an
Information Management Officer to coordinate the GBV
IMS platform, support DGOs and produce monthly
reports and analysis. Organize technical working group
meetings and DGO forums to review and discuss findings
from the GBV IMS. Facilitate the roll out and migration to
Primero. Support the establishment of MARA for Nigeria.

UNICEF
Action 4.4

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe See Action 4.1
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Activity

EU (ECHO)

Northeast Nigeria

FAO

OCHA

Population
Council

UNFPA

$9,000

Fully funded

Fully funded

10,000 €

Unfunded

$750,000

Uunfunded

N/A

N/A

$30,000

Unfunded

Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
funded,
of Activity
Status:
Achievement
indicate the
-Fully funded?
(include interim
-Partially funded? amount
benchmark if
-Unfunded?
applicable)
-N/A

As a champion of the Call to Action in Nigeria and active
member of the Humanitarian donors WG, ECHO
advocates for the GBV response to be strengthened,
including through funding allocations.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe GBV considerations will be included in the regular
exchanges with donors.
At least 2 communication papers to donors advocating
including GBV considerations will be designed.
Abuja
OCHA through its Humanitarian Fund Advisor based in
Abuja to continue engaging with donors on the need to
support GBV funding.
North East States
1. Quarterly review of MIS data.
2. Harmonization of MIS data and development of
Quarterly Progress Reports on GBV in North East for
donors.
3. Coordinate reporting of GBV indicators on MIS across
partners
Abuja, Borno
Develop advocacy messages, periodic reports for donor
meetings, and high-level delegations. Organize biannually a donor forum to share and disseminate
information on GBV data, programming priorities, gaps,
and challenges.
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2018

Dec-18

Fully funded

On a quarterly basis N/A

Fully funded

Jun-19

$250,000

Unfunded

Ongoing

$20,000

Unfunded

UNHCR

Abuja, Maiduguri

UNICEF
WFP

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe See Action 4.1
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Regular engagement with donors on GBV specific
topics/considerations. Sharing of progress reports with
donors documenting progress in implementation of GBV
programs including gaps. Sharing of gender assessments
and analysis with donors.
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Activity

Action 4.5

ActionAid

EU (EUD)

OCHA

UNFPA

UNICEF
WFP

Action 5.1

CARE

Organise regular briefing and field visit with donors.

2018

Conduct training on CARE PSEA (Prevention of Sexual
Exploitation and Abuse) and Fraude policy to Care staff
and Volunteers and Other humanitarian actors
Support humanitarian responders to strengthen/develop
internal SEA prevention/response policies and
mechanisms.
Conduct Training on CARE accountability framework and
set up complaint mechanism
Conduct awareness raising sessions on humanitarian
principles and SEA prevention and response for members
of the security forces.
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N/A

Ongoing
N/A
N/A
throughout the
year. All activities
to be achieved by
4th quarter of 2018
Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
Achievement
of Activity
Status:
funded,
(include interim
-Fully funded?
indicate the
benchmark if
-Partially funded? amount
applicable)
-Unfunded?
-N/A

Abuja, Borno, Yobe and Conduct advocacy visits at State and Federal levels
6 months
Adamawa
(States and National Assemblies, Ministry of Budget and
Planning) for the adoption of gender sensitive budgeting
in humanitarian intervention programming
(Government at all levels and Private sector set aside
certain percentage of their budgets for funding of GBV
response programming). Organize Panel discussions (on
two (2) national televisions stations) for the promotion
of gender sensitive budgeting towards addressing GBV in
the northeast.
Yobe, Borno
Engage with the Nigerian government (federal and state 2018
level) on funding for GBV-related programming,
including in the areas of gender-sensitive budgeting; and
increased medical services.
Abuja, Borno, Adamawa, OCHA Nigerian Humanitarian Fund Advisor is already
First and second
engaging the Private sector and government to support quarter of 2018
Yobe
humanitarian response. The OCHA Advisor to ensure GBV
funding requirement is given a high priority.
Abuja, Borno, Adamawa, Support advocacy efforts of the Federal Ministry of
Ongoing
Yobe
Women Affairs to key government ministries in gender
budgeting for humanitarian response. Support the State
ministries of Women Affairs to establish safe shelter
facilities in Borno, Yobe, and Adamawa.
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe See Action 4.1
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Advocacy with government on increased funding for GBV Ongoing
related programs. Trainings for government partners on throughout the
GBV in its relation to food security programs, including year. All activities
gender sensitive budgeting. In an effort to strengthen to be achieved by
response to GBV, provide food assistance to SAFE spaces 4th quarter of 2018
housing vulnerable GBV survivors to reduce their
vulnerability to further protection risks.
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Time Frame for
Activity
Achievement
(include interim
benchmark if
applicable)

Ngala and Bama

N/A

7,000,000 ₦

Unfunded

N/A

Fully funded

$70,000

Unfunded

N/A

N/A

Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
of Activity
Status:
funded,
-Fully funded?
indicate the
-Partially funded? amount
-Unfunded?
-N/A

2018-2019

6274 Euro

Fully funded

2018-2020

2807 Euro

Fully funded

2018-2021

2807 Eoro

Fully funded

2018-2022

8421 Euro

Fully funded

CHAD

Bama, Gwoza,
Kala/Balge, Ngala and
MMC/JERE

EU (EUD)

Borno

IOM

Borno

Reduced incidences of sexual exploitation and abuse in January 01 –
$26,500
IDP camps and host communities by engagement with December 31, 2018
state armed actors through advocacy and a peer-to-peer
sensitization program reaching 1800 army officers and
1,080 Civilian Joint Task Force. 75 army officers and 45
members of the civilian joint task force will be trained
and required to reach 25 of their colleagues within a
period of 3 months.
EU funds projects related to Women's Peace and Security, 2018
and fund capacity building of the security forces in NE
Nigeria, including with a specific focus on GBV.

IOM has joined the technical working group on Engaging 2018-2020
the security sector on GBV/SEA under the GBV sub-sector
working group and has led the Jan planning meeting,
supported the training of focal persons from the Military,
Nigerian Police Force, Civil Defense, and CJTIF in Feb. IOM
will be particularly committed to follow up and building
capacity of the Nigerian Police Force and/or Civil Defense
to respond to GBV survivors. A tailored training manual
and training will be made, and continuous support at a
monthly basis will be given for particularly 300 female
polices.
Follow- Up Training of Security Personnel on SGBV and 2018 - 2019
National
Northeast States:
Human Rights Adamawa, Gombe,
Human Rights in Adamawa, Gombe and Bauchi and
Commission
Bauchi, Borno, Yobe and Replication of the training of Security Personnel in Borno
Taraba
,Yobe and Taraba in order to equip the security
personnel with knowledge and skills to respond timely
on SGBV cases as well as mainstream human rights in
their operations.
Norwegian
Chibok, Dikwa, Askira, Support GBVSC on capacity building initiatives like
March 2018 Training on GBV concepts and PSEA for security actors December 2018
Church Aid
Konduga (Gumeri
Kekeri), MMC
and other personnel.
(BOLORI/WULARI and
Jere (Yawuri) local
government areas.
Oxfam
Pulka, Damboa
Training of military, CJTF, Vigilante, police, civil defence 6 months
force on GBV response and referral.
Plan
Borno and Adamawa
Dec-19
Training for security personnel on GBV. Training of
(Kaga, Mafa, Jere,
security actors on PSEA.
Gwoza, Askira Uba,
Mongono, Mubi,
Michika, Madagali,
Dikwa, Banki, Rann)
UNDP
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Capacity building training for CJTF members, including 2018 - 2021
human rigths and preventino of SGBV issues
UNFPA
Borno
Coordinate and facilitate the implementation of the
Ongoing
interagency strategy on engagement with security sector
and relevant institutions.
UNHCR
Bama, Banki, Ngala,
Support training of security sector on GBV and SEA.
2018
Pulka, Damasac, Goza,
Mubi, Maiduguri
UNICEF
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Build on and support the current initiatives under the January 2018 to
December 2019
GBV SS supported by many agencies to further
strengthen the capacity of the military to address, report
cases of GBV including sexual exploitation and abuse as
well as strengthen their internal mechanisms to manage
reported cases. Work closely with the military to roll out
training and awareness raising to the other military
bases within NE to ensure there is increased knowledge
and understanding of GBV, reporting and referral
mechanisms in place.
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Unfunded

$3,000,000

In process of
securing

15 Million

Unfunded

$3,000,000

Fully funded

$3,000

Fully funded

12,000 €

Partially funded

4,000 €

$3,000,000

Partially funded

$400,000

$4,000

Partially funded

$2,000

$250,000

Partially funded

$100,000

$30,000

WFP

Action 5.2

UNDP

UNFPA

UNHCR

UNICEF
Action 5.3

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Conduct quarterly trainings to security personnel and
other key institutions on GBV, SEA, referral pathways.
Advocacy on inclusion of female security actors in
trainings. In collaboration with the GBV sector, advocate
for the inclusion of focal points of respective security
actors in the GBV subsector meetings at field level.
During field mission debriefs with military, highlight and
seek their support in addressing GBV related risks (e.g.
increased military patrol to reduce exposure to GBV by
women, girls, boys, and men as they go to collect
firewood.
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Activity

$10,000
Ongoing
throughout the
year. All activities
to be achieved by
4th quarter of 2018

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Dialogue sessions with all concerned stakeholders to
identify entry points and policies on reconcilation and
reintegration of women associated with BH.
Abuja, Borno, Adamawa, Develop a compendium of laws and policies relevant for
Yobe
addressing GBV in Borno, Adamawa, Yobe. Conduct high
level stakeholder meetings on the law review process in
Borno, Adamawa, and Yobe. Support advocacy and other
key activities towards enactment/reforms and
implementation of GBV specific laws.
Borno State
Conduct studies on (1) socio-anthropological causes of
SGBV and (2) on conformity on laws relating to SGBV Vs
International laws in Borno state (pilot phase).
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe See Action 5.1
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Activity

2018 - 2021

$1,500,000

Partially funded

Ongoing

$25,000

Unfunded

2018

$20,000

Unfunded

ActionAid

Jere LGA, Maiduguri
Metropolitan Council
LGA, Kaga and Konduga
town

CHAD

Bama, Gwoza,
Kala/Balge, Ngala and
MMC/JERE

EU (EUD)

Borno

$5,000

Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
Achievement
of Activity
Status:
funded,
(include interim
-Fully funded?
indicate the
benchmark if
-Partially funded? amount
applicable)
-Unfunded?
-N/A
$300,000

Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
funded,
of Activity
Status:
Achievement
indicate the
-Fully funded?
(include interim
-Partially funded? amount
benchmark if
-Unfunded?
applicable)
-N/A

Quarterly Stakeholders meeting: GBV response review. 12 months
Organize training for Local GBV partners on Participatory
Planning Approaches and mainstreaming Core
Humanitarian Standard (CHS) into Sector programmes.
Strengthen/Support Community-based GBV response
and Protection monitoring mechanisms.
Reduced incidences of sexual exploitation and abuse in January 01 –
IDP camps and host communities by engagement with December 31, 2018
state armed actors through advocacy and a peer-to-peer
sensitization program reaching 1800 army officers and
1,080 Civilian Joint Task Force. 75 army officers and 45
members of the civilian joint task force will be trained
and required to reach 25 of their colleagues within a
period of 3 months.
End the culture of silence among adolescent girls whose January 01 –
rights have been violated sexually or physically through a December 31, 2018
radio and social media campaign "SPEAK UP” that will be
contextualized by way of adaptation in 3 local languages
spoken in Borno State.
5 Community based groups established in 5 locations to January 01 –
advocate strongly to members of their community to end December 31, 2018
violence against women and girls including child
marriage. 10,000 community members of these
communities are expected to be reached with awareness
messages seeking to influence behaviors and harmful
practices like child marriage to end violence against girls.
Awareness events will be organized with the support and
influence of community leaders and stakeholders.
EU funds projects related to Women's Peace and Security, 2018
and fund capacity building of the legislative level in NE
Nigeria.
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Partially funded

10,000,000 ₦

Unfunded

$26,500

Unfunded

$36,571

Unfunded

$5,000

Unfunded

IOM

North East Nigeria

Network of Civil Borno State
Society
Organizations
in Borno State
(NECSOB)
Plan
SMWASD Borno State

United
Kingdom
UNFPA

UNHCR

UNICEF
WFP

Action 5.4

EU (EUD)

Maiduguri

IOM as part of the PSEA Task force is supporting the
2018-2020
community based complaint mechanism and exploring
opportunities to develop alternative community based
complaint mechanism through a global initiative as a
pilot country. Activities through the technical working
group should support suggested changes to the internal
reporting systems within the security sector and a
particular commitment to working with the National
Police Force. Awareness sessions to security operatives on
GBV/SEA. Building capacity of women police officers
within the NPF to better handle GBV survivors and
improve internal reporting mechanisms.
Advocacy to key stakeholders on security issues.
2018-2019

$288,000

In process of
securing

7,000,000 ₦

Unfunded

Establishment and strengthening of community based
mechanisms.
Community dialogue.

50,000 €

Partially funded

2,000,000 ₦

Unfunded

Middle of 4th
Quarter 2018
Promote collaboration between community leaders and Middle of 4th
security agencies to build confidence and trust for
Quarter 2018
effective EWER.
Support through advocacy with all relevant actors.

Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Strengthen community structures for protection -incorporate the "fatua model" on religious teachings
programme. Support the implementation of national
and state action plans for the implementation of UNSCR
1325 through the engagement of women and young
people.
Strengthen of the Protection Action Groups (PAGs) for
Bama, Banki, Ngala,
Pulka, Damasac, Goza, the protection community based.
Mitchika, Madagali
Maiduguri
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe See Action 5.1
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Establish community protection groups which will be a
subset of the food management committees that will be
charged with identifying food related protection and
gender related concerns. Advocate for and support the
implementation of actions within the Nigerian Women,
Peace and Security National Action Plan in relation to
conflict and post conflict accountability mechanisms.
Advise on actions by the government to address and
reduce the excesses of the security sector.
Specific Locations of Brief Description of Planned Activity
Activity

Ongoing

$30,000

Unfunded

2018

$150,000

Partially funded

Borno

2018

EU actively advocates and funds the establishment of
civil authority in Borno State.
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Ongoing
throughout the
year. All activities
to be achieved by
4th quarter of 2018

10,000 €

$100,000

Fully funded

Time Frame for Estimated Total Cost Indicate Funding If partially
Achievement
of Activity
Status:
funded,
(include interim
-Fully funded?
indicate the
benchmark if
-Partially funded? amount
applicable)
-Unfunded?
-N/A

Network of Civil Borno State
Advocate to SEMA, NEMA, security agencies, and
Society
relevant stakeholders on establishment of civil authority.
Organizations
in Borno State
(NECSOB)
OCHA (HCT)
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe OCHA Deputy Head of Office and Deputy Humanitarian
Coordinator to lead in advocating with the State
Governors for the deployment of civilian authorities in
the various LGAs that are accessible.
UNFPA
Borno
Through the subsector, continue the advocacy for civilian
presence in areas with heavy military presence. Support
the capacity of state ministry of women affairs to
establish presence in deep field LGAs.
UNHCR
All accessible LGA's area Institutional support for the rule of law institutions
of return
(mobile court and police).
WFP
Borno, Adamawa, Yobe Attend CIVMIL coordination meetings to highlight GBV
related issues and advocate for the establishment of civil
authority. Systematic engagement with the military at
both Abuja and field levels to advocate for their support
to address GBV related concerns.
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2018

4,000,000 ₦

Unfunded

First and second
quarter of 2018

N/A

Fully funded

Ongoing

$20,000

Unfunded

2018

$8,000

Fully funded

Ongoing
N/A
throughout the
year. All activities
to be achieved by
4th quarter of 2018

N/A

